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U-2 spyplane shot down off TT Korea 
Watch out America! The hype 

is coming upon you right now. The 
full intent had been to start another 
war to distract you and give excuse 
to boost the economy in behalf of 
Bush. So far the worlcl is not coop- 
erating. Cuba has gone silent, no 
pushes from Central or South 
America to speak of and there sim- 
ply is not enough going on in Iraq 
to cover a deliberate attack agaiist 
Saddam. In the Israeli sector it is 
Israel being the bad kid so no luck 
there either. 

Watch. Korea and the downed 
U-2 plane. That is intended to 
cause an incident--prodded on by 

the “no longer communists”? 

cannot 
win anything. in that part of the 
world this day. It was really a bad 
political mistake to come back into 

the colonization by the British 
Zionist Crown. You don’t under- 
stand--the RELIGIOUS DISOR- 
DER IS ALL THAT IS 
INTENDED IN ISRAEL--THE 
BANKING MONOPOLY IS IN 
SWITZERLAND RUN BY 
LONDON! 

Today, like yesterday, politics 
will “remember” its wars and fallen 

leaders. In other words you are re- 
living the “anniversary celebration” 

986 

93581 

of the invasion of a pitiful country bigots. You ask about Jesse Jack- 

with your “surgical” bombing and, son taking that place of leadership? 
this weekend, assassination by the He can’t for he succumbed to the 
CIA, Mafia and Elite of Martin “Royalty” when he joined the Hon- 
Luther King. Was Martin Luther orary Elite of the Council on For- 
King a holy and saintly man? eign Relations. 
but he was in the way of the Elite 

It, of course, is just simply 
“good business”. 

Kennedy upd,ate 
I am going to suggest that you 

simply set aside all the attacks and 
counter-attacks regarding “truth vs. 
lies” and you will watch an unrav- 
eling of the conspiracy. You can 
know this by the Elite posturing of 
ones such as Connally, the 

Kennedys and others who were im- 
mediately involved. You will, fur- 
ther, see the “Larry King Live” 
shows doing a good job of asking 
proper questions to bring out .the 
absurdity of such a cover-up and 
conspiracy. Connally, for instance, 
will say there is no connection with 
Ruby and no relationship to Oswald 
and blabber, blabber, blabber! The 
facts are, friends, if you pay atten- 
tion--these are the very areas of 

TRUTH IN DOCUMENTATION 
AND NOT SPECULATION! 

Let me further suggest that you 
pay attention when the autopsy pit-- 
tures, etc., are finally “under in- 
tense pressure” released. THE 
AUTOPSY PICTURES WERE 
TAMPERED WITH RIGHT 
FROM THE BEGINNING AND 
THE FiLMS ARE GOING TO 
SHOW A NICE SMOOTH EXIT- 

IN JOHN’S 

NOT THE FACTUAL BLOWING 
AWAY OF HIS SKULL. The 
scene is getting set to “right” now 
and is set up by the very ones who 
took part, literally. Why? Because 
they have obtained their safe tickets 

to Australia by so-doing. If you 
think Nellie Connally is not pro- 
tecting her interests NOW--you are 
surely not very observant. 

Why would one continue the lie 
if truth could “out”? Come now, in 
this day after all these years--THEY 
HAVE NOTHING TO GAIN AND 

EVERYTHING TO LOSE BY 
TRUTH-TELLING. They have 
been rewarded handsomely for their 

silence and they see only personal 

disadvantage to telling. Moreover, 
as they would possibly come for- 
ward they also sign their own death 

warrant for it is easy, easy, easy to 
take out such blundering personages 
with one beam blast and cardiac ar- 
rest. These are very large stakes at 
risk f& the Elite. 

Remember that the truth of one 
incident will open the can of clues 

to the dirty truth of all of the others 
and show the total involvement of 

government, CIA, Mafia and all the 

international involvements. You 
must realize that Oswald was not 
tangled up in Soviet intrigue and 
just “happened” to be in a place 
whereby the ‘motorcade would pass- 
-AFTER TIiE ROUTE WAS 
CHANGED AT THE LAST 
MINUTE! SOMEONE HAD TO 
KNOW AND CHANGE THE PA- 
RADE ROUTE! THINK ABOUT 

IT 

Unmasking of the CIA 

Isn’t it dangerous for us to be 
ripping more cover off the CIA? 
Indeed! However, when they have 
already efforted to silence forever, 
my work--and failed--it becomes a 
bit more difficult of pull off an 
“accidental” death. It is the one(s) 
who have spoken out in the past and 
continue to do so that must protect 
for they are the ones who will be at 
ever increasing risk as people begin 

to pay attention to the subject. You 
see, it is not what was written be- 
fore--even though it be. truth--there 
was no way to get backup and so 
no-one paid enough attention to take 

action against a dragon so mon- 
strously gigantic. People tie now 

ready to take that information (just 
as we are reprinting herein) and 
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Introduction 

to 

Hatonn 
I am Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn, 

You may Ml me Hatonn. 

a 

The information within the doc- 

uments revealing Truth, THE 
PHOENIX JOURNALS and 

are the outlays of lies and 
hidden facts for which you can find 
confirmation. If you don’t know 
the problems and the source of the 
problems, you can have no solu- 

tions. 
I do not “channel”; I transmit 

on a frequency attuned to my 
“receiver” who is simply a transla- 
tor of the pulses into English. This 
is true of all receivers who receive 
from any of this Command come 
forth with God for this transition of 
species and planet. 

The receivers mostly have no 
reference for material given until 

after the giving and then, only for 
their own confirmation and yours. 

recognize it as Truth. That is ex- 

actly what is happening with “JFK” 
the movie. Truth is out there and 
REASON compels the proper con- 
clusions and curiosity to check. 

DON’T I. HATONN. KNOW 
AUTHORS AT RISK? 

Of course. Yes, I know exactly 
WHERE they are and how to get in 
touch by your equipment within 

minutes. That does not protect the 
persons involved nor allow for the 
end result I seek. I want to produce 
the work that is unfinished--FOR 

the ones in point, not simply get 
them into deeper water without 
hope of life-ring. 

Please allow me to know what I 
am doing--the job will be accom- 
plished. My problem is keeping the 
thing from coming together so 
quickly as to blow the cover. Ones 
get very brave after years of strug- 
gle but. fail to realize the massive 
job yet to be done and the need for 
information and services ‘as this 
erupts. Revelations bringers are 
going to get targeted HARD. The 
entire thought to close-out the CIA 
is merely a trumped up idea to 
negate the prosecutioh of the in- 
volved criminals. Bringing docu- 
ments public will not be worth 
much of anything. Ones who sug- 
gest the records will be intact are 
simply hoping the documents will 
be salvaged by the Elite thinking no 
one suspects their actions. Ones 
bright enough to unfold and daring 
enough to project the story are not 
stupid enough to believe that the 
CIA will not tamper with anything 
or that the Warren Commission will 
simply hand over documents in- 
criminating themselves. It happens 
if handled properly and IF the 

counter-agents are doing a good job 
of duplications. You ARE on the 
brink of great revelations. It is 

simply time for YOU to cease being 
a gullible, swindled people. You 
feel a thing as big as this kind of 
treason could not be! I understand 

that perception--just hold an open- 
mind and you will be given into the 
seeing and the proof. But YOU 
will have to demand it not be 

dropped and again tucked away. 

,Is Bush in trouble? 

Is Bush in trouble? Indeed, in- 
deed. How is this for a bit of indi- 
gestion and fainting information-- 
the man was almost taken-out and a 

little flu-bug didn’t do it. Worse, 
there are problems with the Soviets 
and Kissinger-pal. What you have 
unfolding is far beyond any kind of 
blackmail yet practiced and it is oc- 
curring through documents from 
both your countries, taken by the 
KGB and from abroad--all over the 
map. 

How many of you are going to 
be shocked to find that the shooting- 
down of flight of Korean Airlines 
No. 007--wasn’t? It wasn’t shot 
down! It was BROUGHT DOWN 
and the crew and most of the pas- 

sengers were taken prisoner. There 
were some important personages on 
that plane. It’s all in documenta- 

tion--by the KGB--and ready to be 

released to prove your cover-ups. 
You see, the Soviet Union intends 
to have the world, old friends--all 
of it. You have just asked the anti- 
Christ enemy into your beds. 

Do you think the KGB has 
changed its spots. 3 Come now, little. 
children--freedom has not jumped 

all over you. 

OTHER TID-BITS TO 
TANTALIZE 

What is really giving Bush a 
sick stomach? Oh, how would he 
like a little KGB revelation about 
secret files removed from the vaults 
of the KGB? Hundreds of secret 

files, including a big, 

a 

The Soviets said they would 

take America (in fact, the world) 
without having to fire a bullet. You 
have put criminals in office who 
have done the job for them. 

I know you want the details of 
these above topics but I can’t cover 
them all this day for I must move 
on with the CIA information al- 
ready begun. We will be getting 
details and backup from many 
sources very soon now and get 
some relief for Dharma. However, 
it is yet premature and no way to 

get it timely to our own readers 
who have so backed and supported 
our unfolding in the face of 
ridicule, denouncement and total as- 
sault. I think you ones will find re- 
alistic interest picking up right away 
now as things unfold and somehow 
old Hatonn and Brotherhood will 
not look so far-fetched or fantastic, 

I shall try to give a whole day to 
the details of our topics, perhaps 
tomorrow. I would further say to 
you who are just beginning to look 

around that you have the best edu- 
cation right in the JOURNALS that 
you will receive and you are only 
just begun. However, ‘I am most 
pleased to see that a distributor right 
out of California has nine full pages 
of titles which cover all of these 
“secret” subjects. Some are worth- 

less and deceiving--but many are 
EXCELLENT. Further, America 
West will always make available 
any and all material I ask for in 
confirmation or give resource avail- 
ability. 

I suggest you could all have a 
short-cut if you just get your act to- 
gether and let’s get Gritz into a pO- 
sition of “house-cleaning”. Fur- 
ther, if you want names, places and 
full confirmation--get ready for 

Coleman’s book. The first portion 
is almost ready for the final press 
and when it hits--the activities will 
burst. Please let us give these dar- 
ing men some support on a most 
human level--publicity is what will 
keep them healthy--I can only keep 

them alive as long as they them- 
selves allow it. What happens to 
intended leaders rests in the hands 
of you-the-people. We can protect 
the leaders who CAN MAKE THE 
DIFFERENCE--BUT NOT IF 
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(has) cost you your life and your 
nation. Yes indeed, ONE WORLD 
GOVERNMENT--NEW WORLD 
ORDER--THEIRS! 

Ah indeed, the Noriega case in 
Florida will undoubtedly take an 
interesting turn now as these KGB 
files float around! It is going to 
prove that the sordid Panama mess 
was the CIA’s fault and who, but 
WHO, was in charge--oh surely 
not, Mr. Bush. 

YOU ASK NOT FOR THEY ARE 
NOT EXPECTED TO GIVE ALL 
THAT YOU HAVE TO GIVE 
NOTHING! There are ones who 
have tried to tell you for decades 
and decades--how it is and you have 
plugged your ears and avoided their 
outlay--calling them traitors and 
liars. There are ones from years 
back such as Arthur Robinson, 
Antony Sutton--Victor Marchetti. 
There are newspapers and newslet- 
ters with brave men who continued 
to tell even after infiltration by the 
very enemy himself. Perhaps the 
hardest of all has been the con- 
fronting of the system of the Reli- 
gious Orders which slowly ate away 

at the very Truth of even God. 
Then there are the recent ones who 
speak out in full knowing of conse- 
quences for they have seen the na- 

tion fall into the clutches of your 
enemies. These are the Gritzes, 
Colemans, Stockwells, Joneses, 
Bacques and Mullinses; These, and 

more, shall be the ones remembered 
in the history of this world as the 
Socrateses, Esuses and Light of 
Civilization. What legacy WILL 
YOU LEAVE YOUR GEN- 
ERATIONS TO COME AFTER? 

BUT WHAT DOES BUSH 
3 

JXJNG? 

I think I have loosed the can of 
“curiosities” and will have to re- 
spond enough to quiet my own 
scribe. Today’s watch has turned 
into something like the KGB files-- 
bulging and bursting to be told. So, 
we’ll try to do a bit of .everything 
this morning. 

Let us look at a scenario which 
might be considered pretty “typical” 
in outlay. The entire detailed sce- 
nario is followed and not one item 
is missed by your friendly KGB be- 
cause your Intelligence Cults have 
been in coalition for a very long 
time now. After all, Mr. Bush was 
head Cultist Master if you remem- 
ber your history at all. 

A typical KGB case file would 
trace the trail of a bomb smuggled 
into the luggage compartment of a 
passenger aircraft, as an example, 
as follows: 

As the charge explodes, the gi- 
ant jetliner breaks apart in the sky 
and plunges to earth, killing all 
aboard. The bereaved families of 

the victims and their government 
blame a notorious secret service for 
this terrorist outrage and demand 
the extradition of two undercover 
agents who allegedly placed the 

bomb aboard the aircraft. 
But the powerful secret service 

chief (Cult-Master) protects his 
agents, hides them behind cover 

jobs, blocks all extradition demands 
and finally frames an innocent man 
(like some likely Libyan or a John 
Demjanjuk) for the crime, thus 
aborting any hope of justice. 

The case history, however, will 
not actually refer to a specific Arab 
nation such as Libya or Syria. The 
secret service chief behind the two 

murderous undercover agents is, of 
course, George Bush, the former 

. 

a 

455, 

6, 1976 

A more recent and better exam- 
ple; take a “Gates” who is involved 
in crime up to and over his head-- 
simply make him HEAD of the 
CIA. Well, there is risk involved 
in doing this because the ones who 
are in the. CIA who actually serve 
nation and citizen will not sit still 

forever and--as others are brave 
enough to speak out and proof of 
incidents can be verified--the bal- 
loon will eventually burst. 

Back to the Cuban incident: An 
innocent anti-Castro militant, Or- 
lando Bosch, framed by the CIA, 
spent more than a decade in prison 
for a crime he did not commit. 

Ironically, Bush did not order 
the downing of the Cuban airliner! 
Things just took their natural route 
of “screw-ups”. The CIA’s plan 
was to explode the bomb as the 
plane was being refueled 

It 
is hard enough to work, however, 

when the agents are ALL ON 
YOUR SIDE--but when you have a 
confusing mass of counter-agents 
and they are THE SAME, things 
get unwieldy. In this incident as 
with other innumerable CIA 

schemes, it went awry in a big way: 
Disaster was the result. Bush, who 

was serving as the CIA’s top boss 
(Cult-Master) at the time, was 

So--now you have a massive 
cover-up, blame and condemnation 

on a convenient scale at play. You 

have the Bush Administration now 
demanding the extradition of two 
alleged Libyan undercover agents 
accused of having been involved in 
the tragic downing of a Pan Am 
jetliner over Lockerbie, Scotland 

some two years ago. That crash 
was a 

Oops, now we get into backfire po- 
sition. 

It is not as easy as it was to 
simply railroad Demjanjuk for the 

criminal alliance--Libya simply ar- 
rested the two accused operatives 
and has offered international jurists 
to act as observers of its investiga- 
tion of the case. But, as you might 
guess, Bush, who knows the truth 
of the agents, wants the suspects, 
and their chief, extradited to the 
U.S. wherein there can be no trial 
with results other than as Bush de- 
mands. 

But back to the subject in point- 
-KGB. The KGB has records, 
names and places and can nail the 
guilty parties right on the nose--for 

after all, they helped set it up. You 
see, since the Soviet Union has 
turned into the lighted path of 
democracy and disbanded this terri- 

ble KGB--they are just willing and 

able to tell all of the old stories. 
Ah, and you thought they were 
serving God and the U.S.? A bit of 
this kind of misunderstanding can 

SO FINALLY. AT LEAST, 

HATONN CAN’T TAG IS, 
RAEL? 

Oops! Sorry about that! Let us 
look at another little scenario: 
Zaire. Here, with the joint efforts 
of the Mossad (Israel’s secret ser- 
vice) the CIA has installed and 
maintained in power a corrupt mil- 
itary dictator very. much like Nor- 
iega in Panama--Mobutu Sese Seko. 
The Bush Administration now faces 

a crisis very similar to the Reagan 
regime’s long drawn-out Noriega 

troubles. After running a regime 

even more brutal and oppressive 
than Panama’s and looting his 
country on a far larger scale, 
Mobutu is on the down-slide. The 
U.S. is very anxious to see him go 
and has been pushing every way 
possible to get Mobutu to hand over 
power to the opposition 

a 

But--Mobutu, much like Nor- 
iega, has entrusted his personal 
safety to who? Ah--both ends 
against the middle--the Mossad and 
his elite guard battalion trained and 

armed by Israeli agents. “Advisers” 

from the Mossad, the Mideast 
“innocent’s” secret service, are in 

charge of Mobutu’s security appa- 
ratus. Leaning ‘on these mercenar- 
ies and their coalition with Big 
Brother through a new treaty with 
the Soviets (like in KGB), Mobutu 
has managed to defy every argu- 
ment and pressure the White House 
has mustered for his ouster. Just as 
eventually always happens--CIA--it 
is the enemy come within which 
shall bring your destruction. 

Apparently, as in the Noriega 

case, direct military intervention 
will be necessary to remove this 
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Was ICAL 007 shot down? 
#2 HATONN 

No--passengers, including Sen. 
Larry McDonald and crew, have 
been held and if you play your 
cards correctly right now, America, 
are still being held right in the good 
old “priorly” Soviet Union. I guess 
properly it is the “former” Soviet 
Union. 

It might be interesting to note 
that the facts SORT OF LEAKED 
OUT right from, of all places, 
Jerusalem. 

So what did happen to that 
plane: It was hit and damaged by 
two rockets launched by the Soviet 
pilot, Col. Osipovich, from his SU- 
15 fighter plane; the Korean Boeing 
747 did not go out of control of its 
pilots. 

The airliner had a very nice soft 
landing near Sakhalin--an island oc- 
cupied by the Soviet Union and 
which the Japanese and Soviets 
have both claimed, at least since the 
end of World War II. 

Begins to get sticky, doesn’t it? 
Japan? Oh my goodness, could it 

be? It does look a bit suspicious in 
several ways, does it not? Oh, not. 
yet--not suspicious yet? OK, how 
about I remind you who Larry Mc- 
Donald is. He was a very active 
political personage against the es- 
tablished political parties in the 
U.S.--he was a leader in the John 
Birch Society and therefor classified 
as a populist type of libertarian 
troublemaker. McDonald has been 
danced in and out of several prisons 
right in Moscow and the passengers 

were divided among various camps. 
The children were immediately 
placed in orphanages in one of the 
Soviet Middle Asian republics. 

The final version of your Estab- 

lishment media of the fate of the 
plane, although nothing ever re- 
ported added up to anything, was 
that the plane went down at sea with 
no survivors. Immediate dispatches 
from the area, disseminated within 
minutes of the attack on Sept. 1, 
1983, told a far different story--if 
anyone noticed. 

Associated Press, for example, 

in an “oops” of all time--reported 

KAL 007 269 

Even Mc- 
Donald’s brother said, 
heard from the State Department the 
plane is down and the passengers 
are safe. ” Even Korean Air Lines 
officials initially said the craft 
landed on Sakhalin Island. 

Would it then not appear that 
someone is not telling you-the-peo- 
ple the truth? Would there not 
seem to be some interesting things 
going on regarding the Japanese- 
Soviet relationship over those 
Sakhalin Islands? 

Your work would seem to be 
cut out for you, America. There 
isn’t going to be anyone to do it 
FOR you so isn’t it about time you 
“bit the bullet” and got on with the 
house-cleaning? It may not save 
your nation as you would desire, 
but it will give you opportunity for 
change. You may even come to see 
your so-called enemy in a different 
light from time to time as we move 

Law Center Update 
What cases are the Law Center , 
working on at this time? Here is 
just a brief sketch of some immedi- 
ate concerns. 

seen or flicked by the television 
program on the FOX broadcasting 
network titled It has come 

to our attention that during a recent 
airing of the program the announcer 
was heard to say throughout the 
program, ” --- all suspects 
are presumed to be innocent a 
they are proven guilty.” In point of 
legal fact, the correct statement 
should be, ” all sus- P-P 
pects are presumed innocent 

and until they are later proven 
guilty in a court of law. ” 

U.S. Bureau of Land Management 
against the Dann Band, of the 

Western Shoshone in Nevada. The 
Law Center is continuing in its ef- 
forts to examine alternative legal 
measures which may be available as 
recourse to the Dann members. 

Many of YOU have. no doubt. 

corrupt CIA puppet. The details of 
the Zaire crisis suggest the scan- 
dalous Panama affair was not sim- 
ply a case of Noriega’ s crooked 
rule. The main blame for these 
criminal and obstinate tyrannies 
should 8 rest where it belongs--in 
Washington, with the CIA and its 
involvement in drugs and illegal 
business scams. It won’t be as sim- 
ple hop over to Zaire as it was to 
Panama, however, though the 
stakes are as high--but a little 
blackmail by the KGB is awfully 

embarrassing right now just when 
you need a good little war to protect 
humanitarian rights. Apparently the 
approach of the Bush administration 

is to send the humans “home to 

God” as the solution to the misad- 
ventures of wanton dictators. 

Such casual (or deliberate) 
oversight and misrepresentation in a 
program being broadcast to literally 
millions of people (most of whom 
are not informed in law) is not 
something that should be allowed to 
continue unchecked. The Law 
Center has been in communication 

with the FOX network legal counsel 

in an effort to insist upon accuracy 
over such a statement. 

THE DANN BAND 

Many of you will recall that the 
Law Center has been investigating 
the recent strong arm tactics by the 
“A’J vt, I4 

,, 
<Jo”,, I, $9) .? 

The Law Center has been in 
touch with legal counsel for the 
Dann Band, as well as with other 
Native American groups. While the 
Law Center became apprised of this 
situation very far down the road, 
there is a road ahead as well which 
may take some interesting turns. 

MANUEL NQJUIZ? 

Why would the Law Center be 

interested in Manuel Noriega of 
Panama? For those of you who 
read the recent article 
by Dr. Coleman on the Noriega 
trial, you will realize that all is not 
as it appears to be by a very long 
shot. The Constitutional Law Cen- 

ter has been in contact with Nor- 
iega’s legal counsel and there is an 

along. 
Can God’s people survive? Ab- 

solutely! But I suggest you start 
with a very careful look at self--so 
see if YOU fit into the category 
truly of “God’s child”. I can 

promise you that your interpretation 
of human physical demoralization is 
not conducive to fitting into the 
mold of “God’s child”. 

Oberli, please pass this infor- 
mation along to the Constitutional 

Law Center for it is mandatory that 

they begin shutting down the mur- 
der of Demjanjuk through the guilty 
parties who broke all the laws right 
in the State Department of the U.S. 
of A. Then personally, Gene, 
Scott, etc., had better make it clear 
that international LAW will come 
upon Israel like the blight of God if 
they harm one hair on John’s head 
before this can be heard before the 

world. You must begin to help the 

demons devour themselves lest they 
never see the errors of their ways. 
Shamir is already in trouble but it is 

a massive facade of pretend. You 
are being manipulated by the mas- 

ters in the game. Get that man back 
into the U.S.A. as quickly as possi- 
ble--if it is not yet too late. The 
intent is to execute him before you 
can accomplish that task. The Con- 
stitutional Law Center can do it by 

title alone! Go for it, brothers. 
And you Americans, wake up and 
DO SOMETHING FOR YOUR 
ENTRAPPED BROTHER! ARE 

YOU WORTHY OF GODNESS 
OR HAVE YOU EARNED THAT 
WHICH YOU ARE RECEIVING? 
THE 

TO WHETHER OR NOT YOU 

CITIZEN. I CARE NOT WHAT 
YOU 

CITIZEN BY LAW OF THE 
CONSTITUTION OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
ALL OF YOU WHO HAVE BE- 
GUN AMERICAN CITIZENSHIP 
THROUGH NATURALIZATION 
HAD BEST LOOK AT THIS FOR 

ALL OF YOU, SAVE THE 
AMERICAN NATIVE INDIANS 
(HUMANS), FIT THE MOLD OF 

007, 
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You who read and effort to 
“act” are frustrated and abashed be- 
cause it appears hopeless and over- 
whelming in scope. Yes, it is large 
but you must remember the world is. 
run by a Committee of only 300 
and “they”. must solicit assistance 
from ones who expect something 
very large in return. 

Let us example David Duke and 
the today. 
There was a typical biased interview 
but the answers were good and the 
challenges met quite satisfactorily. 
Remember that the paper is one of 
the leaders of the organized Estab- 
lishment press. The front page 

story was splashed in bold outline 
across the paper and all contents 
were cut and slashed and it ap- 
peared that Duke was still a cross- 
burning torture-monger. 

Then go to the next story pre- 

sented for the day: “Mort Sahl hits 

investigation of documents and pro- 
cedures taking place. 

The has run a 
number of articles concerning the 
blatant railroading of this innocent 

man to the very eve of death at the 
hands of the Israeli courts. The 
Law Center has been in contact 
with various parties involved in this 
life and death matter. 

U.S. Representative James 
Traficant has been one of the very 
few individuals brave enough to 
even suggest that Demjanjuk is not 

he is accused of 
being. Traficant has also worked 
on Demjanjuk’s behalf for years, 
against all odds,. 

The Law Center is in direct 

communication with Traficant and 
Demjanjuk’s legal counsel. There 
has also been communication by the 
Law Center directly to Israeli offi- 

cials 
Prior to the Israeli Supreme 

Court’s Dec. recess the Demjanjuk 
hearings were held in large theater- 
type courtrooms for large atten- 
dance; since Jan 15 they have been 
held in very small courtrooms with 

restricted access--we hope this 
means a more realistic approach on 
the part of the Court. @ 

another target. ” Then Mort Sahl 
presents on stage and in interview 
an Oliver Stone bashing. Dear 

ones, FACTS are that the movie is 

correct. Either way--right or 

wrong--Oliver Stone made a motion 
picture which only presented an al- 
ternative aspect of “A” STORY. If, 
indeed, 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

007, 

ANCESTORS FROM ABROAD! 
WHERE ARE YOUR YELLOW 
FLAGS IN SUPPORT OF THIS 
INNOCENT MAN BEING MUR- 
DERED BECAUSE OF A LIE 
PERPETRATED THE 
WHOLE PLANET? MUST YOU 

COMPOUND YOUR INSANE 
BEHAVIOR AND INSULT 
AGAINST GOD OF CREATION? 
STOP THIS THING! 

Dharma, I haven’t time to now 
begin on the CIA past material. Let 
us attend our other business of this 
day and we can start afresh. It is a 

time of great happenings, great 
change and opportunity to move a 
world from the darkness into the 
light--but the “piper” must be paid 

and the enemy recognized. So be 
it. 

In total love and willingness to 
assist--I stand aside that you may 
get at your other labor. Salu. 

Hatonn to clear, please. 0 

300 

Great Britain has been 
controlling your nation since your 
war of 1812 and now totally con- 
trols you. Wherever you find war 
and unrest--you will find Great 
Britain sneaking behind the scenes 
utilizing the Zionists, the Ameri- 
cans, the CIA and any of their other 
arms of operations. You are liter- 
ally pawns of the British Crown-- 

with operations instructions from 
the Committee of 300 with the ma- 
jor ranking control club--THE 
CLUB OF ROME. 

I believe you DO want informa- 
tion and rather than go back and 
read 48 JOURNALS and still have 
missing pieces in this particular area 

of action--you must have Dr. Cole- 
man’s book which I believe will be 
entitled: CONSPIRATORS’ HIER- 

COMMITTEE OF 300. 
Please, do not go forth and an- 

nounce that this author or that au- 
thor already wrote “all that stuff”. 
They have not and the ones who 
have done so have utilized Dr. 
Coleman’s intelligence information. 
You are being provided, readers, 
with Truth--most of it totally 

“original” from the “horse’s 
mouth ” . Yes there is some excel- 
lent resource for information and 
many good volumes. I tell- you, 
however, as to the hierarchy of the 
controllers--THIS IS THE BOOK. 

I urge you spell-checkers to move 
in your preparations--that book 
needs to be out NOW. We care not 
if words are out of order or mis- 
spelled--GET THAT BOOK PUB- 

THERE IS NO 
OTHER SOURCE WHICH 

TO THIS MATTER IN TO- 

RIGHT UNTIL YOU 

SECURITY 

Why would I cover one man’s 
name and then advertise another’s? 
Because I have a purpose in the first 
as well as in the latter. 

I am compiling the integration 
of that which went wrong in tidbits 
enough to cause you to pay atten- 
tion--THEN, you must move on for 

self and glean Truth as to your 
plight NOW and know the players. 
John Coleman knows me and comes 
under my direct protection. The. 
authors in point regarding the CIA 
document I am utilizing do not re- 
alize, yet, that they are working 
with me. They will be quite sur- 

prised as they note that there are no 

coincidences. 

SPEAKING OF 
COINCIDENCES 

For the Constitution Law Cen- 

ter, please: Gene Dixon, please 

take note that as you work on the 
illegal activities in taking away 
Demjanjuk’s citizenship arbitrarily, 
with malice and illegally--you have 
now contacted those who KNOW 
ALL THOSE LAWS BY HEART. 
Rubino, in the Noriega railroad set- 

up, knows all there is to know 
about the subject and will be most 
happy to share with you. Utilize 
every avenue made available to you 
for you will find the instructions in 

of these various and sundry 
cases originate right back to the 
White House as a functional being 
of this Committee of 300~Club of 
Rome. Many of these cases are 

balloons to see how much the public 
will allow and .I believe you note 
that the public will allow any- and 
every-thing. Not only will they al- 
low it but they will feast upon the 
blood of the victim and trample the 
path to the Elite door in bended 
homage to the beast. Do they love 

to bend to Caesar or evil? No, they 
just don’t know any better for the 
Truth has not been given them so 
that they can understand the total 
control of practiced brainwashing. 

You who have been following 
my work know of the Protocols and 

300, 
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300, 

Manifest6 wherein the blueprint has 

been laid for generations. I shall 
undoubtedly have to publish the list 
of actions again soon but let us as- 
sume you remember the one, two, 

three order of world take-over. 
Now, I am going to take the lib- 

erty of utilizing a small section of 
Coleman’s treatise as presented in a 
form easily perceived. The goals of 
the secret elite group which calls it- 
self the “Olympians” (these are the 
Elite of the Elite ‘in the Club of 
Rome/Committee of 300). These 

individuals sincerely believe that 
they hold 

Law center 

acts in Canada 

No, not yet! But when a couple 
of (American) citizens from the 
freedom loving U.S. of A. 
attempted to exercise rights of free 
speech in Canada, the Constitu- 
tional Law Center was able to 
extend a helping hand across the 
border. 

It seems that America West 
Publishers, George Green and his 
lovely wife, Desire&, were invited 
guest speakers to several programs 
in Vie-toria and Vancouver to speak 
on the subject of UFO’s. 

The strong Jewish corn-munity 
of these cities, wrongly informed in 
their knowledge of history but eager 
to stop George and Desire& from 
speaking their philosophy, put 
tremendous pressure on the 
management of the several hotels 
and caused the hotels to cancel the 
appearances. 

That is when the Constitutional 
Law Center was asked to intervene 
and after hours of instructing and 
educating persons north of the 
border on the value of honoring 
written contracts and protecting free 
speech--the show is going on! One 
hotel relented and the other 
managed an alternative site--good, 
because the controversy is mush- 
rooming attendance. 

This was an important endeavor 
for the Constitutional Law Center 
but such activity is becoming very 
commonplace in the U.S. of 
But the real heros here are George 
and Desire6 Green. Our Consti- 
tutional Law Center salutes them 
for their integrity and bravery. 0 

SOUL. By the way--THE intelli- 
gence arm of this group and, ac- 
tually, all groups of secret intelli- 
gence organizations except formerly 
in Germany, is the Royal Institute 
of International Affairs (RIIF). 
You will need to know this so that 
the understanding comes quickly 

when you get your hands on the 
well-written and organized opera- 

tions manual for the group from Dr. 
Coleman. 

So, let us look at the list fol- 
lowing as I brief it down for I am 
not going to give this book in parts 
as I have others for it is necessary 
that you have the information as 
laid forth and in proper order of 

outlay. You will not be bored as it 
reads more like a Who’s Who of 
James Bondsville. This outlays the 
present working blueprint for the 

taking of your world--the operations 
manual for the Protocols/Manifesto 
of Global Conquest One World 
Government--Plan 2000. 

Thank you, Dr. Coleman: 

OF THE COMMJTTEF 

OF 300 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 
you 

2000. 

2000 

a 100 

2050. 

2000.1 

300, 

$16.95...Dr. John Coleman 

(plus shipping) 

Few know of the existence of this 

most secret society consisting of 

300 people who control world af- 

Fairs through a network of inter- 

locking banks, financial institu- 

tions, insurance companies, news- 

papers, radio and television sta- 

tions, Fortune 500 corporations 

who have at their service intelli- 

gence agencies of several nations . 

This book rips the lid off the top 

conspiratorial body in the world 

today who plan and direct all the 

events making the headlines. 

Release Date Feburary 1992 
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Q 
ueries from Sedona for Hatonn 

Now since, again, I have filled 
the document with other subjects 
than the one on the CIA cult, I shall 
offer one more bit of insight. 

300, 

a 

If the foregoing seems a thrust 
on my part to “advertise”, then in- 
deed, I have made my point. I re- 
alize that I give you suggestions as 
to books to obtain, constantly--this 
is a if you wish to be in- 
formed. Others have written and I 
give great honor to ones such as 

Eustace Mullins who writes from 
research ‘which is incredible and 
easily confirmed by documentation. 
Others write from experience such 

as the story in point on the CIA. It 

is that “experience” backed by the 
documented “confirmation” which 
gives you the unequivocal proof you 
claim to seek. 

If you will do your homework, 
Hatonn can get back to the won- 

drous and glorious things of the 
Universe which await you who will 
choose the Lighted Path. I do not 
like the blasts and denials and the 
destruction any more than do you, 
but I will serve in my mission as 
long as there is a breath of life on 
your planet wishing to find 
TRUTH. So be it. 

We received a letter from one in 
Sedona who signs his work, Elysian 
Dawn and Lanto. Sananda relieved 
me of the duty to respond for which 
I am most appreciative since it 
seemed pointed at Sananda (Esu). I 
have my own response but some- 
how, as my mission is centered 
right now on physical and very 
clandestine matters, I will simply 
present the letter and the response 
as shared with me. Dharma did not 
receive the response--again, I am 
most grateful for she is extremely 
pressured and Sananda regularly 

transmits to both Thomas and 
Dl-tlthea. Without the sharing of 
this load of work, we have no hope 
of getting enough information out to 
serve the need. Thank you. 

First just copy the letter as pre- 
sented: 

ELYSIAN DAWN/LANTO 

From: Don Bamebey 

General Delivery 
Sedona, AZ 86336 

a 

Folks - 
Have enjoyed many of the in- 

vestigative reports of the 

Even if there does seem to be an 
element of paranoia in it and a right 
wing agenda against racemixing, 
feminists and gays, for instance as 
you stated in the Dec. 30 issue. 

holocaust revisionism. 
You have a right to your half 

truths and cosmic error like every- 
one else. I try to use discernment 
so can separate some of the wheat 
from the chaff. 

At least you’re not afraid to 
tackle subjects and material that 
most establishment media won’t 
touch with a 10 foot pole. 

Have also read RRPP 
(JOURNAL) and found it interest- 
ing. Especially the matter that dealt 
with Sister Charlotte. Just horrible. 

Intend to research the matter fur- 
ther--have already alerted 2 people 

to the issue. 
I take my hat off to Commander 

Hatonn but there are times, it 
should be said, that he sounds more 

like hate-on. 
As an example, against gays. It 

is easy for him to pontificate, being 
an ET in some other dimension, 
perhaps. 

Maybe he should ask Sananda 
what it was like in ancient Greece 

when he (Sananda) inmated as 
Socrates* and participated in the 
general culture of that time. Which 

included anal and oral sex among 

men. 
*(Both in my personal commu- 

nion with Sananda (where he shared 
some lessons of that lifetime) and 
the Mark-Age group (which is the 
general hierarchal board group ap- 
pointed to serve as liaison between 
old age and new) confirm that one 
of the lifetimes of Sananda was as 
Socrates. Of course both anal and 

oral sex are common (particularly 
the latter) among heterosexuals 
also.) 

a 

Is Commander Hatonn anti-sex? 
Is he repressed? Does he suffer 

from “emotional plague” that Wil- 

helm Reich alluded .to? [H:: 

a 

a 

Sex is a part of human experi- 
ence. 

Hypocrisy is also, appar- 
ently (and perhaps common to ET’s 
as well). a 

a 

a 

a 

., 
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that needs cleansing. earth has 

been a testing ground and way 

a 

Hypocrisy. A hypocrisy that 

has been part of the legacy and 
as you is shadow of Sananda himself. [H: 

The entire “Christian” religion 
has been anti-sex since its inception 
(as in Paul, the Apostle). 

a 

Commander Hatonn, I give you 
The act has been more badly a new and extended mission. To 

if ferret out the hidden truths and lies 

also of even the most sacrosanct of 
Perhaps, to an extent, it is the the Hierarchal Board. 

tion for those of many dimensions 
and star systems. Indeed this planet 

has had to bear (along w’ith the 
denizens on it) with much of fallout 
from the Lucifer* Rebellion and the 
Hierarchy’s inability to acknowl- 

error of its own and seek 
any kind of reapproachment with 
those of the Lucifer point of view. 

*(Lucifer, by the way, is not the 

same as Satan.) Satan was a I would suggest to all to re- 

“lieutenant” of Lucifer--both are member the parable of the Prodigal 

separate cosmic entities as the Son and to understand, that when 

Urantia Book clearly states.) the final outcome and resolution is 

[H: Whew, Elysian Dawn, you in--many of those who presently oc- 

shadow that Sananda casts. To be 
anti-sex is to be anti-life and anti- 
truth and anti-joy. @: 

a 

Without many of those who had previously 

comment as to the U&$NTIA been spumed and outcast will be 
Perhaps even Lucifer him- BOOK, 1 wouId that the “in”. 

As it is, so be it. 
Elysian Dawn 
Commander of Joy 
Pioneer of the Eternal 

Champion of the Real 
Wayshower to the Beyond 

a Child of Love. 

I do not be has no in P.S. This whole business of 

Why else would one have a 
church on the one hand (as in 
Catholic mentioned per Sister Char- 
lotte’s account) which is anti-sex 
and anti-abortion yet in some cases 

at least, perpetrates ppe and the 
most brutal of abortions. [H: Beats 

Why do you have, among 
Protestants; such as Jim Bakker and 
Jimmy Swaggart who are so against 
sexual “immorality”: but how they 
themselves practice a whole smor- 
gasbord of tabu sexual liaisons? 

go 

above, so below. As be- 
low, so above.” If you would ex- 
pose darkness to light on this 
planet, (which is & work) I sug- 
gest the need to do so even more 
with some of the ancient distortions, 
lies, deceits and convoluted con- 
cepts of those of the Spiritual 
archy. 

a 

a 

It is an entire universe and age 

If there is a degree of chaos on 
this planet it is due to the degree of 
chaos and ignorance/arrogance that 
reigns at higher levels of universe. 

puerile 

projectionist, escapist, re- 
pressionistic and deceitful. @I: 
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LANTO, 

Those of the spiritual Hierarchy 
must come to deal with their own 
pride, self-aggrandizement, hypo- 

crisy, repression, arrogance and 
ignorance without foisting all of 
their negative traits on the demon 
called Lucifer or Satan. (And the 

two are different cosmic entities, I 
assure you.) 

Come on guys--this is a time of 

cleansing for you (us) also--not just 
those residing here on earth plane. 
p-I: Bat-f!] 

“Ever fresh and ever new, I am 
God and so are you.” 

Why doesn’t Sananda come out 
and acknowledge this more openly-- 
we are all children (sons and 
daughters) of God. Not just one 

called sananda. 
The Term Christos was used 

long before the Hebrews in both the 
Greek and ancient Egyptian cul- 
tures. Both Osiris and Adonis for 
instance were referred to as Christs. 
Osiris also, it is alleged (as many an 

ancient prophet and savior) was 

born of virgin birth. m: 

Sanancla is always alluding to 
his oneness with the Father. (What 
happened--did you kill Mother 
sometime in the long ago?) We all 

. have union in the divine to one de- 
gree or another--even Lucifer and 
Satan do or they could not exist. 

a 

Sananda, you are unique--but 
not uniquely unique. Everyone is 
unique in their own manner. Each 
has their own role to play, mission 
to unfold, archetype to embody and 
flower. Sananda is just one of the 7 

cohans of the Rays. He is only one 
of the Council of 12 and 24 that 
govern this local system. III: 

a 

I understand that his master 
teacher (guru or god) is Lord 
Maitreya who has attained at least 
one level of cosmic initiation above 
him. 

So why all this mystification* 
and obfuscation--pretence. Ac- 

knowledge your limitation [as you 
do in Mark-Age channelings where 
you, Sananda state that there are 
some on earth who are more ad- 

vanced at soul level--the’ not 
sarily in outward manifestion--than 
you] and acknowledge also the de- 
gree of dependency/interdependency 

in the Greater communion of Being 
we’re all part of. 

*(Talk about Masonic secrecy 

and conspiracy. What about hierar- 

chal? Two positive Masonic con- 

role as messiah/savior was an Es- EXCEPT 

sene conspiracy as both Mary and 
Joseph were high Essenes) ; 

NAME IMMANUEL. 

a 

Hatonn, also, I would ask that 

you not overly identify with a par- 
titular role or mission--detachment 

has its place. 

A commander of 1,000,000 

craft needs a great degree of humil- 

ity to go along with it. [H: Hu- 

(Signed) Lanto, 
Resting in the Word 

that goes beyond 
acknowledge also the the infinities of 

degree of dependency/interdepen- languages and scriptures 

dency in the Greater communion of into the formless, 

Being we’re all part of. ” I unconditioned, cosmic aware- 

. 

PPS: I’ll be glad to meet with 

sume. Hatonn and/or Sananda on any field 
of their choosing and face them 

As to the truth to truth, joy to joy. 

a 

I 

Accentuate the roles of others in 
the Plan, rather than over-empha- 

spiracies by the way were the and every 
French and American Revolutions that you perhaps 

. . 
case can be made out 



Dharma, please reprint the re- 
sponse from Sananda to Mr. 
Barnebey as was given to Thomas. 

. 

S.R.I. fusion experiment?“’ 
1119192 #2 

Instead of dealing with 
“today’s” garbage, let me respond 

to inquiries about what I wrote a 
couple of days past. I thanked Ed 
Y. for input and circulated his let- 
ter. The letter spoke of an ex- 
plosion and it spoke a bit, in addi- 
tion, to the Stanford Research In- 
stitute (SRI--for you who won- 
dered) . The strange thing is that 
almost NONE of you knew about 
any explosion and/or--if you had 
heard--you certainly learned nothing 
about it prior to its burial in the 
vaults of silence. It is important. 

by U.S. electric utilities. Now, you 
MUST be beginning to get some 
interesting questions stirring. 

STUDIES ON PALLADIUM 

Ah, the notes stated that these 
gentlemen were studying and re- 
searching for “better understanding” 
of electrolytic experiments involv- 
ing palladium--as the host metal for 
deuterium. Now, dear ones, deu- 
terium is the base element utilized 
for “heavy water”. By any other 

label (as with a rose by any other 
name, -. - -) this is the cold fusion 
“outrageous, unworkable, non- 

sensical and stupid approach” of 
Pons and Fleischmann in the Utah 
“ridiculous presentations” category 
pronounced by great and learned 

scientists. Funny thing--other na- 

tions--even Egypt, is making the 
“stuff” work and produce electric- 
ity. So--you now have a basis for 

more understanding of the Godly 
Elite clampdown on your informa- 
tion flow. And, WHAT IS AN 

ELECTRIC COMPANY WHICH 
DEALS WITH WIRES, PUMPS, 
GENERATORS, ALTERNATIVE 
ENERGY, I.E., WIND AND SO- 
LAR, DOING PLAYING WITH 
AN “UNWORKABLE AND 
STUPID IDEA”? 

heavier isotope tritium, or the ele- 

ment helium. However, in the 
words of Fleischmann, the unique 

feature of his experiment is the oc- 
currence of heat far in excess of 
what can be accounted for by tradi- 
tional physics theory. 

STANFORD RESEARCH IN- 
STITUTE AND COLD FUSION 

At about 11:15 in the morning 

on Jan. 2, an explosion at Stanford 
Research Institute (SRI) In- 
ternational in California killed one 
experimenter and injured three oth- 

ers. These were members of a top 
team, who were conducting a series 
of experiments on cold fusion. 

The force of the explosion was 
such that, not only did it blow out 
windows in the laboratory where it 
occurred, but the concussion. was 
felt in offices doors away. So far 

there is no explanation of what went 
wrong. Prior to the explosion there 
were no indications that anything 
was amiss. Strange thing is that the 
blast (vibration) waves picked up 
significant intensity as they moved 
outward and the explosion was 
heard/felt more strongly than at the 
epicenter, in outlying areas. 

When the so-called accident oc- 
curred, Dr. Andrew Reilly, who 
was killed instantly, was removing 

from the calorimeter a canister used 
in the experiment. Its dimensions 
were approximately six inches in 
height, with a two-inch radius. 
(Anyone nervous??? This -is about 
the size of a -cough-syrup bottle). 
No radiation was reported which 
tells you a lot in itself. 

The team of experimenters had 
been conducting a series of experi- 
ments intended ultimately to prove 
the feasibility of generating electri- 
cal power using cold fusion cells. 
The research was contracted by the 
Electric Power Research Institute 
(EPRI) of which Ed spoke. EPRI is 
a California-based research consor- 
tium which is in the main 

HEAVY WA= 

I am going to take just a minute 
here to speak of this “heavy water” 
and a bit about this “cold fusion” 
for most of you are probably con- 
fused and you will need this infor- 
mation later as Tesla gets more 
“into” our work. 

The experiments involve elec- 
trolysis, using .heavy water--that is 

D20 rather than H(2)O. The hy- 
drogen isotope, deuterium, is sepa- 
rated from the oxygen and absorbed 
into the palladium cathode. Fusion 
occurs when the nuclei of two ele- 
ments fuse to form either a heavier 
isotope or an entirely new isotope. 
I might suggest, further, that to 
fully isolate the substances in- 
volved, ones will have to move into 
the Russell charts or forever play in 
the limits of what is formally rec- 
ognized. 

In the case of Fleischmann- 
Pons, two deuterium nuclei are 
thought to fuse, creating either the 

IMPORTANT SIDE-VIEW 

I am certainly not herein’going 
to give you the facts involved here 

because you are already on a deadly 
course and I refuse to contribute to 
the foray. However, know that in 
the sensor satellites which were to 
be set to monitor first strike detona- 
tions--the sensors would penetrate 
and immediately pick up several 
things--among which is helium. I 

suggest that the studies at SRI have 
nothing to do with your morning 

supply to perk your cof- 

WHAT IS TOLD 

claim is that SRI had been 
experimenting using closed cells 
which functioned at relatively high 
pressures. In this instance the ex- 
periment was of a more conven- 
tional character; however, there is 
always the danger when working 
with hydrogen or deuterium and 
oxygen that they will recombine, 
releasing energy. Under high pres- 
sures such recombination can be 
explosive. But how explosive if 

oniy heat was being measured in a 
calorimeter--that dear ones is a heat 
monitor for measuring heat per 
calorie (simplified). But, too, if 

you are simply combining things as 
in the Pons-Fleischmann manner 
(an open wash basin), why would it 
be under pressure? Why would 
ones even remotely be expecting 
any kind of “explosion” to even 
speak of to the media? Believe me, 
they had to go a long, long way to 
bury this one! 

Now, some clues--the research 
at 
to the tune of $2 million, which 

would give some indication of the 
seriousness with which they re- 
garded the Fleischmann-Pons cold 
fusion experiment--after totally de- 
nouncing and thoroughly discredit- 
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CIA involved in Chilean subversion 
Back, now, to the wondrous 

CIA intrigue and our story unfolded 
by IMA and ALSO A. By the.way- 

-both Gene Dixon at the Constitu- 
tional Law Center AND Oliver 
Stone know this author! Thank you 
for asking, Dharma. 

QUOTE: 

THE CLANDESTINE THEORY 

“For some time I have been 
disturbed by the way CIA has been 
diverted from its original as- 
signment. It has become an opera- 
tional arm and at times a policy- 
making arm of the Government.” 
President Harry S. Truman, Dec. 
1963. 

(By 
CIA) 

ing the original scientists. More- 

over--wait until you find out how 
much “Black Budget” money is be- 
ing poured into SRI for that project. 

More interesting as to the 
people involved--considering the 
discrediting of the media and scien- 

tific community--Andrew Reilly had 
been 

He was 

only 34 years old and had already 
shown much talent as an “expert” in 
the field of electro-chemistry. 

I asked G.M. to get in touch 
with Pons and/or Fleischmann a 
couple of years ago. When are you 
ones going to recognize that I 
KNOW WHAT I AM DOING? 
How can God give you the answers 
to the puzzles if you won’t look? 
While you ones go off in search of 
the pot of gold--you invariably 
MISS IT THERE UNDER YOUR 
NOSE! NO, I WILL-NOT TELL 
YOU EVERYTHING OR YOU 
WILL END UP EXACTLY 
DEAD--JUST LIKE DR. REILLY. 
IT IS TIME TO USE YOUR 
MINDS AND GIVE UP FANTA- 
SIA LAND. 

So be it, let us get on with our 
work. And KNOW--there is noth- 
ing irrelevant. 

made that statement not in 
public, but at a secret White House 
meeting on June 27, 1970. The 
country he was referring to was 

In his capacity as Assistant 
to the President for National Secu- 
rity Affairs ITI: 

Kissinger was 
chairman of a meeting of the so- 
called 40 Committee, an interde- 
partmental panel responsible for 
overseeing the CIA’s high-risk 

covert-action operations. The 40 
Committee’s members are the Di- 
rector of Central Intelligence, the 
Under Secretary of State for Politi- 
cal Affairs, the Deputy Secretary of 
Defense, and the Chairman of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff. (At the time 
of the Chilean meeting, Attorney 

General John Mitchell was also a 
member.) It is this small group of 
bureaucrats and politicians--in close 
consultation with the President and 
the governmental departments the 
men represent--that directs Amer- 
ica’s secret foreign policy. 

1989. a 

Oh, friend--by the way: Hatonn 
is pronounced ATON about the 
cosmos--just in case you’ are in- 
terested!!! It might be worthy of 
note. 

Another writing and no CIA-- 

well, Dharma, oft-times there is 
more important work to do for the 
discernment of Man. 

Let us take rest. I shall stand 
aside. Thank you. In love and 
humble service I honor you of our 

most precious brethren. Adonai. 
(Adonai--by the way number two-- 
means “One with/in GOD”.)@ 

10 

a 

a 

a 

1987 

a 

On that Saturday in June 
1970, the main topic before the 40 
Committee was: 

2 

a 

Most of the American com- 
panies with large investments in 
Chile were also fearful of a possible 
Allende triumph, and at least two of 
those companies, the International 
Telephone and Telegraph Corpora- 
tion (ITT) and Anaconda Copper, 
were spending substantial sums of 
money to prevent his election. 

9 

a 

press--perhaps with help from 
the Soviet KGB--or by American 
reporters, and that such disclosures 
would only help Allende. 

Helms’ position at the 40 
Committee meeting was influenced 
by memories of the Chilean presi- 
dential election of 1964. At that 
time he had been chief of the Clan- 
destine Services* and had been ac- 
tively involved in planning the 

CIA’s secret efforts to defeat Al- 

lende, who was then running 
against Eduardo Frei.** Frei had 
won the Presidency, but now, six 
years later, he was constitutionally 
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a 

Some months afterward 

President Nixon disingenuously ex- 
plained at a White House press con- 
ference: “As far as what happened 
in Chile is concerned, we can only 
say that for the United States to 
have intervened in a free election 
and to have turned it around, I 

think, would have had repercussions 

all around Latin America that would 
have been far worse than what hap- 
pened in Chile.” 

The following year, in the fall 
of 1972, CIA Director Helms, 
while giving a rare public 13cture at 
Johns Hopkins University, was 

asked by a student if the CIA had 
mucked about in the 1970 Chilean 
election. His response: “Why 
should you care? Your side won. ” 

Helms was understandably 
perturbed. Columnist Jack Ander- 
son had only recently reported “the 

ITT story”, which among other 

things revealed that the had in- 
deed been involved in an effort to 

forbidden to succeed himself, and 
Allende’s candidacy therefore 
seemed stronger than before. 

1973 

Washington Post 

1964 

” 

a 

a 

$20 

Anti-American feelings had 
grown in Chile since 1964, and one 
reason was widespread resentment 
of U.S. interference in Chile’s in- 

ternal affairs. The Chilean leftist. 

press had been full of charges of 
CIA involvement in the 1964 elec- 

tions, and these reports had not 
been without effect on the elec- 
torate. Additionally, in i965 the 
exposure of the Pentagon’s ill-ad- 

vised Project Camelot had further 
damaged the reputation of the U.S. 
government. Ironically, Chile was 
not one of the principal target 
countries of the Camelot project, a 
multimillion-dollar social-science 
research study of possible coun- 
terinsurgency techniques in Latin 
America. But the existence of 
Camelot had first been made public 
in Chile, and newspapers there--of 
all political stripes--condemned the 
study as “intervention” and 
“imperialism. ” One paper said, in 
prose typical of the general reac- 
tion , that Project Camelot was 
“intended to investigate the military 
and political situation prevailing in 
Chile and to determine the possibil- 
ity of an anti-democratic coup. ” 
Politicians of both President Frei’s 
Christian Democratic Party and Al- 
lende’s leftist coalition protested 
publicly. The final result was to 
cause Washington to cancel first, 
Camelot’s limited activities in 
Chile, and then the project as a 
whole. While the CIA had not been 
a sponsor of Camelot, the project 
added to the fears among Chileans 
of covert American intelligence 
activities. 

In 1968 the CIA’s own 
Board of National Estimates, after 

carefully studying the socio-political 
problems of Latin America, had 

produced a National Intelligence 
Estimate on that region for the U.S. 
government’s planners and policy- 
makers. 

This estimate 
had been endorsed by the United 
States Intelligence Board, whose 
members include the heads of the 
government’s various intelligence 
agencies, and had then been sent to 
the White House and to those de- 
partments that were represented on 
the 40 Committee. 

1968 

that the 40 Committee 
was in 1970 considering with regard 
to Chile. But as is so often the case 

within the government, the most 
careful advance analysis based on 
all the intelligence available was 
either ignored or simply rejected 
when. the time came to make a deci- 
sion on a specific issue. 

40 
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undo Allende’s victory--even after 

he had won the popular vote. Much 
to the agency’s chagrin, Anderson 
had shown that during September 
and October 1970, William Broe, 

chief of the Western Hemisphere 
Division of the CIA’s Clandestine 
Services, had met several times 
with high officials of ITT to discuss 
ways to prevent Allende from tak- 
ing office. (The ITT board member 
who later admitted to a Senate in- 
vestigative committee that he had 
played the key role in bringing to- 
gether CIA and ITT officials was 
John McCone, director of the CIA 
during the Kennedy administration 
and, in 1970, a CIA consultant.) 
Broe had proposed to ITT and a few 
other American corporations with 
substantial financial interests in 
Chile a four-part plan of economic 
sabotage which was calculated to 
weaken the local economy to the 
point where the Chilean military 
authorities would move to take over 
the government and thus frustrate 

Details are given regarding the facts 

of the Holocaust; the history and 

background of the “Jews”;.why Is- 

rael receives reparations paid to her 

due to the “Holocaust”; why mil- 

lions of “Jews” receive 5,000 Ger- 

man marks annually for “damages”. 

Plus current events about OUI 

economy, the Anti-Defamation 

League, the Torah, and the Talmud. 

In this journal we are given addi- 

tional important information about 

how and why the Holocaust is 2 

massive deception against all hu 

mans on planet earth, either direct11 

or indirectly. Details about phone) 

pictures, phoney numbers, phonej 

gas chambers, etc., are included. 

the Marxist’s rise to power. .1972 by the same men who the next 
and the other firms later claimed month staged the break-in at the 

they had found the CIA’s scheme Watergate. 
“not workable”. But almost three And the 
years to the day after Allende’s U.S. admittedly worked to undercut 
election, at a time when severe in- the Allende government by cutting 
flation, truckers’ strikes, food off most economic assistance, dis- 
shortages, and international credit couraging private lines of credit, 
problems were plaguing Chile, he and blocking loans bv international 
was overthrown and killed in a 
bloody out by 
the combined action of the Chilean 
armed services and national police. 
His Marxist government was re- 

placed by a military junta. What 
role American businesses or the 

CIA may have played in the coup is 
not publicly known, and may never 
be. ITT and the other giant corpo- 
rations with investments in Chile 
have all denied any involvement in 
the military revolt. So has the U.S. 
government, although CIA Director 
William Colby admitted in secret 

testimony before the House Foreign 
Affairs Committee (revealed by Tad 

Szulc in the October 21, 1973, 
that the agency 

“had ,some intelligence coverage 

organizations. State Department of- 
ficials testifying before Congress 
after the coup explained it was the 

Nixon administration’s wish that the 
Allende regime collapse economi- 

cally, thereby discrediting social- 
ism. 

Henry Kissinger has dis- 

missed speculation among joumal- 
ists and members of Congress that 
the CIA helped along this economic 
collapse and then engineered Al- 
lende’s downfall; privately he has 
said that the secret agency wasn’t 
competent to manage an operation 
as difficult as the Chilean coup. 
Kissinger had already been super- 
vising the CIA’s most secret opera- 
tions for more than four years when 
he made this disparaging remark. 
Whether he was telling the truth 
about the CIA’s non-involvement in 
Chile or was simply indulging in a 
bit of official lying (called 
“plausible denial”), he, along with 
the President, would have made the 
crucial decisions on the Chilean sit- 
uation. For the CIA is not an inde- 
pendent agency in the broad sense 

of the term, nor is it a governmental 
agency out of control. Despite oc- 
casional dreams of grandeur on the 
part of some of its clandestine oper- 

ators, the CIA does not on its own 
choose to overthrow distasteful 
governments or determine which 
dictatorial regimes to support. Just 
as the State Department might seek, 
at the President’s request, to dis- 
courage international aid institutions 
from offering loans to “unfriendly” 

governments, so does the CIA act 
primarily when called upon by the 
Executive. The agency’s methods 

and assets are a resource that come 
with the office of the Presidency. 

about the various moves being 
made,” that it had “penetrated” all 
of Chile’s major political parties, 
and that it had secretly furnished 
“some assistance” to certain Chilean 
groups. Colby, himself the former 
director of the bloody Phoenix 
counterintelligence program in 
Vietnam, also told the Congressmen 
that the executions carried out by 
the junta after the coup had done 
“some good” because they reduced 

the chances that civil war would 
break out in Chile--an excellent ex- 
ample of the sophistry with which 
the CIA defends its strategy of 
promoting “stability” in the Third 
World. 

Even if the CIA did not in- 
tervene directly in the final 
the U.S. government as a whole did 
take a series of actions designed to 
undercut the Allende regime. 
Henry Kissinger set the tone of the 
official U.S. position at a back- 
ground press conference in Septem- 
ber 1970, when he said -that Al- 
lende’ s Marxist regime would con- 

taminate Argentina, Bolivia, and 
Peru--a stretch of the geopolitical 
imagination reminiscent of the 
Southeast Asian domino theory. 
Another measure of the White 
House attitude--and an indication of 
the methods it was willing to use-- 
was the burglarizing of the Chilean 
Embassy in Washington in May 

Thus, harnessing the 

agency’s clandestine operators is 
not the full, or even the basic, solu- 
tion to the CIA problem. The key 
to the solution is controlling and 

This is a good place to interrupt 
the writing for we need to be else- 
where. ‘When we begin the book 
again, we will -start at page 44: Zn- 

Thank you, Dharma. We will try 
to pace this so that the burden of 
this extra work is kept to a mini- 
mum of inconvenience to you as 
well as the readers. You will sim- 
ply have to trust me that this is a 
most important exercise in bringing 
public this information in this man- 
ner. Ones involved in today’s un- 
covering will come under the gun 
more acutely than in their first rev- 
elations. This is because so few 
paid attention early-on--NOW, the 
public will begin to listen but 
breaking the law or blatantly con- 
tempting court orders will NOT 
help--it would be a most destructive 

distractor. Ones in contact with 

these writers--please emphasize 
need for discretion and actions 
within total legal limits. We need 
help--not a bunch of incarcerated 
patriots unable to do anything save 
give us more problems and expense 
of gaining release. We must not be 
in distraction through foolishness-- 
we need no incarcerated nor dead 

martyrs. This job requires very 
“alive” and able-to-work patriots 
and Godly people. Chaotic demon- 
strations are set intentionally to dis- 
tract and confuse--WE MUST 
WORK WITHIN TOTAL REA- 

SON WITH A SINGLE GOAL-- 
OR PLEASE, DO NOT YET ACT 
AT ALL SAVE IN SECURE 
MANNER. TRUTH WILL “OUT” 

IF WE DO OUR WORK PROP- 
ERLY AND ALWAYS WITHIN 
“TOTAL REASON” FOR THE 

ENEMY WORKS THROUGH 
DECEIT AND CHAOS WITHOUT 
“THINKING”. REASON PRE- 
SENTED CAUSES MAN TO 
“THINK” AND THUS CAN HE 
LEARN TO SEE AND HEAR. 
LET THESE TRUTHS BE SELF- 
EVIDENT AND WE SHALL PRE- 
VAIL--BUT ALWAYS, WATCH 
YOUR BACKSIDES BECAUSE 

requiring accountability of those in THE ENEMY IS OUT TO GET 

the White House and elsewhere in YOU! FURTHER, HE WORKS 

the government who direct or BEST WITHIN YOUR OWN 

approve, then hide behind, the CIA SPACES WITHIN--BE MOST 

and its covert operations. This CAUTIOUS * 

elusiveness, more than anything SALU, Hatonn to clear. @ 

else, is the problem posed by the 
CIA. 

******** 
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Bush, Nixon involved in JFK murder 
#1 

Now let us continue with our 
subject for we have picked up two 

new MUST additional subjects. In 

fact I shall probably interrupt this 
immediate writing for the more fo- 

cused interest response about the 
role of Nixon and Bush in the assas- 
sination of President Kennedy. 
Bush was directly involved in the 
1963 murder of John Kennedy--all 
entangled in the Cuban involve- 
ment--Bush’s CIA job was to orga- 
nize the Cuban community in Mi- 

ami set for the Cuban invasion. 

As a matter of fact, Dharma, 
this is more important to get to the 
public than the subject of the con- 
spiracy relative to the “holy war” 
planned and ready to burst. Interest 
at present is focused on JFK and we 
should offer this more deeply hid- 
den ” secret” . So be it, chela, let us 
write this document for the next 

and return to the other 
subject this afternoon if time per- 
mits. 

I give credit and appreciation to 
a daring Editor, P. K., who has 
dared to bring this CIA information 
to be brought public with confirmed 
documentation to back up the mat- 
ter. Remember, readers, our thrust 
is to get TRUE INFORMATION 
into your hands in the least mystical 
method possible and the BEST 
SOURCE is from that which is pre- 
sented which already bears’ Truth 
and confirmation. WE are not 
ABOUT mystical readings but, 
rather, about getting that which is 

covered--uncovered so that you can 
come into comfort with our presen- 
tations. Thank you. 

What I wish to utilize as basis 
for this writing is a reprint of a 
reprint so I won’t give details as I 
wish to make my own notations--as 
is usual will make my comments in 

brackets: ” [H:] ‘I. 
of 

(Information originally by P.K.) [I 

Hotel cancels seminar due 

to Zionist pressures 
Hatonn present in the Light of 

Holy God, sent in service to you at 
this time of change that you might 
have insight beyond that which is 
visible in the physical expression. 

HOTEL CANCELS SEMINAB 

Before we move into the subject 
in progress of Israel, I want all 
readers to know that the hotel in 
Canada which had contracted to 

hold George’s seminar--has can- 

celled for the police have instructed 
them that they are afraid they can- 
not maintain order. Can this be? A 
man (publisher) is asked to speak to 
a small group and is so dangerous 
to the adversary that they will face 
constitutional law to meet the Elite 
demands? Thousands of dollars 
have gone into meeting staging and 
notifications--damages must be con- 
fronted on a CONSTITUTIONAL 
basis. It is time to counter EVERY 
attack and effort to silence freedom 
of presentation. If you cannot 
speak of possible aliens coming ir 
friendship--I think you know what 
MUST be afoot in the information 

-Lyou are being served up on the 
- golden platter of lies. 

Eustace Mullins faced this iden- 
tical scenario--and brought charges 
which were thrown out of court. I 
suggest you ones join together and 
stand forth in strength under the 
protection of the Constitution. It 
happens to others and as word 
spreads-come forth brothers--and 
in unity there is strength. It would 
be good to give the family tree of 
the ADL, for instance, to the 
Supreme Court--you cannot be 
heard until you have a platform 
high enough to be heard to the 
fringes of the crowd. You cannot 
be seen until you stand forth on that 
platform high enough to reach 
above the crowd with a microphone 
louder than the dissenter’s chanting. 
So be it. As you are given oppor- 
tunity--seize the moment! 

I hope all of you in the immedi- 
ate area watched BORN ON THE 
FOURTH OF JULY last evening. 
If not and you have a VCR--go rent 
a copy. You MUST begin to SEE 
the consequences of your 
“allowing” and “kqwtowing” to this 
monstrous octopus of control. 

A newly discovered FBI 

document reveals that George Bush 
was directly involved in the 1963 
murder of President John Kennedy. 
The document places Bush working 
with the now-famous CIA agent, 
Felix Rodriguez, recruiting right- 
wing Cuban exiles for the invasion 
of Cuba. It was Bush’s CIA job to 

organize the Cuban community in 
Miami for the invasion. The 
Cubans were. trained as marksmen 
by the CIA. Bush at that time lived 
in Texas. Hopping from Houston 
to Miami weekly, Bush spent 1950 
and ‘61 recruiting Cubans in Miami 
for the invasion. That is how ‘he 
met Felix Rodriguez. w: The 

ago 

a 

You may remember Ro- 
driguez as the Iran-contra 
agent who received the first phone 
call telling the world the CIA plane 
flown by Gene Hasenfus had 
crashed in Nicaragua. soon as 
Rodriguez heard that the plane 
crashed, he called his long-time 
CIA supervisor, who was THEN 
Vice President, George Bush. Bush 
denied being in the loop, but 
investigators have obtained copies 
of Oliver North’s diary, which doc- 
uments Bush’s role as a super- 
visor of the supply network. 

In 1988 Bush told Congress 
he knew nothing about the illegal- 
supply flights until 1987 [read my 
lips], yet North’s diary shows Bush 

at the first planning meeting Aug. 
6, 1985. Bush’s “official” log 
placed him somewhere else. Such 
double sets of logs are intended to 
hide Bush’s- real role in the CIA; to 
provide him with 

The problem is, it 
fell ‘apart because too many people, 
like North and -Rodriguez, have 
kept separate records that show 
Bush’s role back to the 1961 
invasion of Cuba. This was even 

published in 
7- 10-90. 

That is exactly how evidence 
was uncovered placing George Bush 
working with Felix Rodriguez when 

JFK was killed. A memo from FBI 
head J. Edgar Hoover was found, 
stating that “Mr. George Bush of 
the CIA” had been briefed on 
November 23rd, 1963 about the 
reaction of anti-Castro Cuban exiles 
in Miami to the assassination of 
President Kennedy. (nte 
13-88). 

On the day of the assassina- 
tion, was in but he 

denies [read my lips] knowing ex- 
actly where he was. Since he had 
been the supervisor for the secret 
Cuban teams, headed by former 
Cuban police commander Felix Ro- 
driguez, since 1960, it ‘“J likely 
Bush was also in Dallas in 1963. 
Several of the Cubans he was su- 
pervising as dirty-tricks teams for 
Nixon, were photographed in the 
Zapruder film. [H: 

In 1959 Rodriguez was a top 
cop in the Cuban government under 

When Batista was over- 
thrown and fled to Miami, Ro- 
driguez went with him, along with 
Frank Sturgis and Rafael Quintero. 
Officially, Rodriguez didn’t join the 
CIA until 1967, after the CIA inva- 
sion of Cuba (in which he partici- 
pated) and the assassination of JFK. 
But records recently uncovered 
show he actually joined the CIA in 
1961 for the invasion of Cuba when 
he was recruited 

a 

Then “officially” Rodriguez 

claims he quit the CIA in 1976, just 

after he was sent to prison for his 
role in the Watergate burg’ I 

However, according to 
Stpne reporters Kohn and hi 
(Nov. 3; 1988), Rodriguez stit 
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going to CIA headquarters monthly 
to receive assignments and have his 
blue 1987 bulletproof Cadillac ser- 
viced. Rodriguez was asked by a 

reporter where he was 

the day JFK was shot, and claims 
he “can’t remember”. 

George Bush claimed he 

never worked for the CIA until he 
was appointed Director, by former 
Warren Commission director and 
then President Jerry Ford, in 1976. 

Re- 
member that Bush has a sworn duty 
to the “company” to deny being in 
the CIA according to his entrance 
instructions. 

The truth is that Bush 

was a top CIA official since before 
the 1961 invasion of Cuba, working 
WITH Felix Rodriguez. Bush can 
deny his actual role in the CIA in 
1959, but there are records in the 
files of Rodriguez and others in- 
volved in the Bay of Pigs invasion 
of Cuba ‘that expose Bush’s role. 

The corporations would not put 
somebody in charge of all the state 
secrets held by the CIA unless he 
was experienced and well trained in 
the CIA. (Source for confirmation: 

Feb. 
1989, Dr. Carl Jensen, Sonoma 
State College) 

go 

1941, 

In 
fact, Prescott Bush is credited with 
creating the winning ticket of 
Eisenhower-Nixon . 1950. 
(Source: George BushfnF. Green, 
Hipocrene, 1988) 

Richard Nixon was Vice 
President from 1956 until 1960. In 
fact, Nixon was- given credit for 
planning 40, the secret 
1961 invasion of Cuba, during his 
1959 campaign for President. After 
Batista was kicked out by the 
starving people of Cuba, and Fidel 
Castro came to power, Castro began 
telling American corporations they 
would have to pay Cuban employ- 
ees decent wages. Even worse, 
Pepsi-Cola was told it would now 
have to pay world market prices for 
‘Cuban sugar. 

Pepsi, Ford Motor Co., 
Standard Oil and the Mafia drug 
dealers decided Fidel had to be re- 
moved since his policies of requir- 

ing corporations to pay market 
wages was hurting their profits. So 
the corporations asked then-Vice 
President Nixon to remove Fidel. 

Nixon promised he would, just as 
soon as he won the 1960 election 
against some “undergod”, an un- 
known Democrat named John 

Kennedy. It would be an easy vic- 
tory for Nixon, it was said. All the 
polls had Nixon winning by a land- 
slide. Besides, Kennedy was a 

satholic, and Americans would no 

“&ore elect a Catholic President than 
they would elect a woman, a black 
or a Jew. This was 1959. 

Nixon told Pepsi, Standard 
Oil and the other corporations who 
lost property, given back to the 
farmers of Cuba, that if they would 
help him win, would authorize 
an invasion to remove Castro. To 

’ further impress contributors to his 
then-Vice President 

placed by a wealthy group of Nixon asked the CIA to create 
40, a secret plan to invade 

BWH, father of Cuba, just as soon as he won. 
George a The CIA put Texas oil mil- 
young, malleable candidate to run lionaire and CIA agent George Bush 

in charge of recruiting Cuban exiles 
the into the CIA’s invasion army. 

Nixon a for was working with another Texas oil 
(Source: L.F. man, Jack Crichton, to help him 

Prouty) m: Very m&me with the invasion. fellow Texan, 
connected like- Air Force General Charles Cabell, 

was asked to coordinate the air 
cover for the invasion. 

Most of the CIA leadership 
986 around the invasion of Cuba seems 

93581 to have been people ,from Texas. A 
whole Texan branch of the CIA is 

based in the oil business. If we 
trace Bush’s background in the 

Texas oil business we discover his 
two partners in the oil-barge leasing 
business: Texan Robert Mosbacher 
and Texan James Baker. Mos- 

bather became Sec. of Commerce 
and Baker became Sec. of State, the 
same job Dulles held when JFK was 
slain. (Common Cause magazine, 

March/April 1990) 
On the Watergate tapes, 

June 23, 1972, referred to in the 
media as the “smoking gun” con- 

versation, Nixon and his Chief of 
Staff, H. R. Haldeman, were dis- 
cussing how to stop the FBI investi- 
gation into the CIA Watergate bur- 

glary. They were worried that the 
investigation would expose their 
connection to “the Bay of Pigs 
thing”. Haldeman, in his book The 

Ends of reveals that Nixon 
always used code words when talk- 
ing about the 1963 murder of JFK. 
Haldeman said Nixon would always 
refer to the assassination as “the 
Bay of Pigs. ” 

On that transcript is found 
Nixon discussing the role of George 
Bush’s partner, Robert Mosbacher, 
as one of the Texas fundraisers for 
Nixon. On the tapes Nixon keeps 
referring to the “Cubans” and the 
“Texans”. The “Texans” were 
Bush, Mosbacher and Baker. This 
.is another 

In the same discussion 
Nixon links “the Cubans”, “the 
Texans”, “Helms”, “Hunt”, 

“Bernard Barker”, Robert 
“Mosbacher” and “the Bay of 
Pigs”. Over and over on the 
Watergate tapes, these names come 
up around the discussion of the 
photos from Dallas that Nixon was 
trying to ‘obtain when he ordered 
the CIA to burglarize the 
Watergate. Frank Sturgis stated 
that “the reason ‘we’ burglarized 

the Watergate was because Nixon 
was interested in stopping news 
leaking relating to the photos of our 
role in the assassination of President 
John Kennedy”. 

a 

After Nixon’s landslide vic- 
tory in 1972, he knew he had to 
‘centralize all power into the White 

rIouse to keep his faction in power. 
Not only to hold power, but to pre- 
vent the media from digging into 

how he secretly, shot his way into 
the White House, just like Hitler 
shot his way into control of Ger- 

many. The first thing Nixon did 

was to demand signed resignations 
of his entire government. 
“Eliminate everyone,” he told John 

Ehrlichman about reappointment, 
“except George Bush. Bush will do 
anything for our cause. ” (Source: 

Sidney Blu- 

menthal) 
The reason why Bush would 

“do anything” was because his 
hands had so much of Kennedy’s 
blood on them as did Nixon’s, 
Hunt’s, Sturgis’, Felix Rodriguez’ 
and Gerald Ford’s. That White 
House gang feared that if the public 
ever would realize how they shot 
their way into power it could set off 
a spark that would destroy their 
fragile fraud and land them all in 
jail. 

Other famous Watergate 
members of the CIA invasion that 
Bush recruited were Frank Sturgis, 
E. Howard Hunt, Bernard Barker 
and Rafael Quintero. Quintero said 
publicly that if he ever told what he 
knew about Dallas and the Bay of 
Pigs, “It would be the biggest scan- 
dal ever to rock the nation.” 

Meanwhile, in 1960, 
Prescott Bush was running Nixon’s 

campaign. Nixon was sent to South 
Vietnam to assure the French-con- 
nection government there that if 
France pulled out, the U.S. would 
step in to 

(Source: 
1988, “Guns, Drugs and the CIA”; 

Examiner, Feb. 2, 91; The 

Alfred McCoy, 1972) [H: 

In 1959 Vice President 
Nixon was flying all over the 

world, acting just like presidential 
material. It was an easy race for 
Nixon. Congressman Jerry Ford 

was doing a great job fundraising 
for Nixon, as was George Bush. 



The rich loved Nixon. The media 
picked up every bone Nixon tossed 

out to them. The biggest problem 
was that Nixon was afraid to speak 
openly of this plan to invade Cuba. 
The plan was a secret. No sense in 
alerting Cuba to the coming inva- 
sion . But Kennedy was taking a 
harder line on Cuba than Nixon, 
because Kennedy was not aware of 
the corporate/CIA planned invasion. 

Nixon lost the 1960 race by 
the smallest margin in history. At 
first Bush, Nixon, Cabell and Hunt 
decided to just go ahead with ,the 
invasion, without informing Presi- 
dent Kennedy. Then, at the last 
second, at 4 a.m., just two hours 
before the invasion was set to go, 
General Cabell called JFK and 
asked for permission to provide 
U.S. air cover for the CIA inva- 
sion. Kennedy said NO. 

The CIA was furious with 
JFK, but decided to go ahead with 
their private invasion anyway. Due 

to poor intelligence, the CIA landed 

at the worst possible beach. A 
swamp. The invasion failed. The 
CIA lost 115 of its best men, killed, 
with another 1100 in Cuban pris- 
ons. It was the worst single blow 
the CIA ever suffered. (Source: E. 
Howard Hunt, 

Bush, Nixon and Hunt 
blamed Cabell for asking Kennedy, 
and blamed Kennedy for saying no. 
They were livid with anger. 
Nixon’s corporate sponsors ordered 
JFK to make any deal necessary to 
recover the 1100 CIA agents im- 
prisoned in Cuba. JFK did. Once 
the CIA had its well-trained Cubans 
back, they decided to continue the 
invasion of Cuba just as soon as 
they could get rid of that S.O;B. 

Kennedy. 

The 1964 election was fast 
approaching. Nixon was running 

against Kennedy again. Bush, Ford 
and Nixon knew that they had to get 
rid of JFK now, or else the 
Kennedy clan, with Robert and Ted 
in the wings, could control the 
White House until 1984. They de- 
cided not to wait until ’ 84 to get 
back in the White House. The 
Cuban teams of “shooters” began 
following Kennedy from city to city 
looking for a window of opportu- 
nity to shoot from. They came 
close in Chicago, but couldn’t get 
the cooperation of Mayor Daley . 

But in Dallas they had an 

ace. 

whom the CIA 
blamed for the failure of the inva- 
sion. The general prevailed on his 
brother, Earl, and the motorcade 
was changed to pass the grassy 
knoll at 3 m.p.h. 

a 

Hunt 
and Sturgis shot JFK from the 
Grassy knoll. They were arrested, 
photographed and seen by 15 wit- 
nesses . But the media turned a 
blind eye to the photos, and for 25 
years the world has been searching 
for truth--and what happened to the 
photos. 

On the day JFK was mur- 
dered, Nixon, Hunt and some of the 
Watergate crew were photographed 
in Dallas, as were a group of 
Cubans, one holding an umbrella 
up, like a signal, next to the Presi- 
dent’s limo just as Kennedy was 
shot. The Cubans can be seen 
holding up the signal umbrella 
clearly in the Zapruder film and 
.dozens of stills taken during the as- 
sassination. After the murder they 
can be seen calmly walking away. 

Nixon denied he was in 
Dallas that day, but new photos and 
stories prove he was there. Nixon 
claimed to the he couldn’t re- 

member where he was when JFK 
was killed. Bush, too, claims he 
can’t remember where he was. 
Jack. Anderson did .a TV special in 

1988 

After the murder, former 
Vice President Nixon.- asked Presi- 

dent Lyndon Johnson to appoint 
Nixon’s friend, former .FBI agent 
Jerry Ford, to ‘i-un the Warren 
Commission. Nixon also asked LBJ 
to appoint Nixon’s long-time sup- 
porter, Judge Earl Warren, to head 
the Commission. 

Ford interviewed all the witnesses 

Arms 
As we sit to pen this rr,(ming 

we must again look at the nidden 

and not at that which is presented 
for your viewing. 

What is being set-up behind the 
guise of the “Shuttle” is established 
with hook-ups to the pulse system 
grid. It is time to speak of friends 
and enemies, for you have long 
since forgotten how to discern the 
difference. You must rise above 
and move outside that which is 
“obvious” for that which is 
“obvious” is staged for your per- 
ception and that which is hidden is 
what controls you. 

ARMS/NUCLEAR WEAPONS 

In the very wake of showing 
you massive testing of huge Soviet 
missiles your government comes 
forth and Mr. Bush is 
talking about money available from 

cutbacks in your defense system be- 
cause there is no longer a threat. 
Well, which is it? I ALSO 
MAKE A SPECULATION AND 
MY RESOURCES ARE FAIRLY 
GOOD AND QUITE ACCURATE- 
-YOU DON’T HAVE A THREAT 
FROM THE RUSSIANS, AS 
SUCH. The Soviets have continued 
their weapons buildup to insure 

themselves AGAINST you nice, 
humanitarian Englishmen governed 
Americans and YOUR allies. Oh, 
indeed there is a large faction of 

“your allies” in the Soviet cartel but 

fortunately, the ones in control of 
the major weapons in the Soviet 
Union are not interested nor do they 
wish to blow up the world. Mark 
my words, please--they do not want 
a world holocaust under ANY 

CIRCUMSTANCES. If they had 
wanted to destroy you they would 
have done so when you had the big 
“missile crisis” in Cuba with John 
Kennedy. They had ample missiles 
capable of totally destroying your 
nation--RIGHT OFF SHORE! 

KNOW that the ones who 

“appear” to be your enemies--are 
the ones who will stop the destruc- 
tion of your world. And, oh yes, 
they are in the middle of total 
blackmail of your nation and the 
other “allied” riations--RIGHT 
NOW. They intend to have you 
feed their people and rebuild their 
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nations which YOU HAVE DE- 

Deals 
STROYED. THEY HOLD THE 
“TRUMP CARD”, CHELAS, 
AND FORTUNATELY FOR 
YOU--THEY DO. You aggressors 
cannot get far enough into space to 
launch- effective war. You only 
have capability of blowing away 

your globe. I tell you now--those 
ones called the “white Russians” 
(nothing to do with color, dear 
ones--go read your history books), 
the Christ teachings followers--will 
be instrumental in salvaging your 
planet. It is up to the rest of the 
world what you allow to happen in 
your nations as to your level of 
freedom within those nations 
eventually. 

Your Soviet enemies (the Proto- 
col-following Soviets) have had 

great charades to fool the world-- 

and hopefully their own people--but 
it has not worked--only you in 
America bite the fool’s gold. 

The Russians do not “hate” nor 
wish ‘any harm to you American 
sheep--they are fighting the deadli- 
est enemy of all creation and that 
enemy has absorbed your govem- 
ment and all of your industry tid 
have proven that they will destroy 
ALL, in the lying name of God and 
Freedom. What they are doing is 
feeding the hand of the Throne of 
England, the British Crown, the 

British Israelis. Well, but aren’t 
these people the “chosen of god”? 
Indeed--it just happens to be the 
King of Darkness and physicalness-- 
NOT THE GOD OF LIGHT AND 
INFINITE LIFE. 

You, however, of the so-called 
“free world” (the most imprisoned 
people since slavery ships from 
Africa to America) are pawns. Ch- 
eney tells you that the Soviets (he 
doesn’t know what to call these new 
blackmailers either) are “cutting nu- 
clear weapons by 80 % ‘I(?). This 
comes in the same newscast as the 
showing of a massive test in this 
new “commonwealth”. Then, 
comes your President and he says 
that, suddenly, it is fine to get rid 

of all nuclear weapons, all 
aerospace industry (50,000 to be 
laid off in Southern California alone 
in the next months) and “there is no 
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and decided which ones would be 

heard and.which ones eliminated. 
It is no coincidence that 

Nixon selected Ford as his Vice 

President after Spiro Agnew was 
ousted. When Nixon himself got 
busted in the Watergate scandal, 
Earl Warren offered to set up an- 

other special commission if it would 
help get him out of trouble again. 
Ford, of course, pardoned Nixon 
for the Watergate burglary, but 

Nixon was still not out of the 
woods. There are some 4000 hours 
of Watergate tapes. On the June 

23, 1972 discussions with John 
Dean and Haldeman, there is clear 
evidence that Nixon was openly 
“confessing” to hiring Hunt to kill 
JFK. That is why the Watergate 
“investigation” went into secret ses- 
siodl after Congress heard some of 
the tapes. That is why only 12 

hours of the 4000 hours have been 
released to the public. [H: 

Did Congress realize that 
Nixon and Bush had openly dis- 
cussed killing JFK for stopping the 
air cover for the Bay of Pigs inva- 
sion of Cuba? Remember, Nixon 
taped virtually every discussion he 
had with anyone in his inner circle, 
including Bush, in order to black- 
mail people later. There is a photo 
of Bush reporting to Nixon in the 
White House in 1968. It will be 
most interesting to see what they 
were talking about on that day, 
when and if the full 4000 hours are 
released and if they are released un- 
reconstructed. The key to unlock- 
ing the secrets behind the 1963 
murder of JFK is hidden within the 
3988 hours of unreleased White 
House tapes. 

The point is that there was such 
a massive conspiracy to take-out 
Kennedy that it is impossible to 
consider only one without including 

the whole. Kennedy phned to 

close down the Vietnam War, he 
was a massive cog in the Cuban in- - 

News Briefs 
STATE OF THE UNION 

PEECHQ 

What can Bush tell you? 
Worse, you have to get through Su- 
per Bowl Sunday--the largest dis- 
traction on your globe and THAT 
IS WHY THE SHUTTLE IS DO- 
ING ITS THING THIS WEEK! A 
billion plus dollar space launch to 

study slime is hardly worthy of the 
laughing you will do. They have 
toyed with you like a bug and a 
kitten. Slime? They didn’t even 
bother to correct the term to “algae” 

which would be intelligent study. 
They took the most ridiculous thing 

to see if it would “fly”-- 
and look, IT HAS!! Let’s see now- 
-“fruit and “worms/bugs” and 

ARMS, 

a threat” rings from the air- 

waves. 

EVERY NATION HAS ONE 

What of all those missiles and 
warheads scattered in and through 

ALL other nations? Dear ones, that 
is a REAL problem. You are being 

brought to your knees by those very 
well planned placements--thanks to 
the British Crown. This is not 
“let’s be friends” time, this is “let’s 

make a deal”--“you Americans 
come into the fold like dutiful 
slaves and we MAY spare your 
lives. ” YOU HAVE BEEN DE- 
STROYED FROM WITHIN AT 
THE VERY TOP OF YOUR 
GOVERNMENT LEADER- 
SHIP. 

Your enemy will smile and 
show you exactly that which they 
have done and, believe me, they 
like me these days--for I am telling 
you what they eventually will have 
to tell you. They would far rather 
you be angry and rebellious to me 
than to their forces come to give 
you instructions. All you have to 
do is listen to the blathering about 
election campaigns and the ma- 
nipulation of the mental perception 
of the masses. Oh, the advertisers 
are in full swing and glory--along 
with flag-waving. Note a lack, at 
this time of election time, of UN 

flag, Israeli flag and others--just 
bunches of U.S. flags draped ev- 
erywhere. 

“slime molds”. Are these the very 

most important things you would 
wish to have abundantly about your 
civilized world? HAVE YOU 

LOST YOUR CAPABILITY OF 
THINKING? 

IMMUNIZATIONS 

Have you ones not noticed the 
new laws on immunizations for 
children? Federal laws have it that 
by year 2000 ALL CHILDREN IN 
THE WORLD WILL BE IMMU- 
NIZED. INOCULATED AND 
VACCINATED! Starting now all 
children going to school will have 
to have DOCUMENTED BY 
PHYSICIAN, papers of immuniza- 
tion records--current and including 
ALL required “shots” for whatever 
diseases given you as required. 

For a while children will be al- 
lowed into the schools without im- 
munizations if the parents refuse on 
the basis of “religion”. BUT--those 

untreated children will be suspended 
from school in the event of any out- 
break of anything in the classrooms. 
I would say that in the winter you 
will find those children NEVER in 
school. This program, with all the 
bloodletting, etc., at birthing--will 
get every child numbered and into 

the system. The inoculations and 

vaccinations insure that the proper 
diseases can be introduced at the 
appropriate time to wipe out large 

masses of the population through 
biotechnological warfare--direct to 
individuals through injected incuba- 
tion facilities. 

IS AMERICA. THEN. &EN- 
EMY OF RUSSIA? 

Just the facts, Hatonn--just tell 
us the facts. YES! You are the 
strongest nation in the total clutches 
of the Khazarian adversary. The 

Russians have been efforting to get 
the Khazars out of their nations 
since their original presenting 

therein. The only hope you have, 

world, is through those nice Space 
Men out there in Cosmospheres and 
the ones who control the majority of 

the Russian nuclear warheads. That 
is NOT, at this time, YELTSIN’S 
NIT WITS. Yeltsin is a nothing. 
Why don’t you LOOK. 

Look at what you are succumb- 
ing to now--billions of dollars in aid 
to the “new commonwealth”. This, 
right after a program special that 
shows 90% of all AID being sold as 
stolen goods on the black-market. 
Come, come, ‘chelas, you are deliv- 
ering the “stuff’ and sending 

“guards” to see to its dispersement-- 

chuckle, chuckle. This is more 

cover to allow total integration of 
your people within their people. 

You are no longer a world power of 
any merit--America. You are 

bankrupt and you are being pulled 
by the puppet masters. 

I once told my little ones here, 

that these very JOURNALS would 
save their lives. So be it. You of 
Lighted God also bear a sign and 
those of you with the “sign” are off- 
limits. First, you are off-limits for 
accidental damage--if it can be 
avoided and through threat of 
consequences most unpleasant--the 
adversary is to leave you alone as to 
physical damage. The total idiots 
and programmed nerds will con- 
tinue assaulting but the persecution 
that will come will be unto ones 
CLAIMING to be in God’s inner- 
circle and yet SERVE THE AD- 
VERSARY. I’m sorry but that in- 
cludes the false Christians who have 
been suckered into a holy war at the 
lies and magic potions of the 
Zionist Khazars. 

COSMOSPHERES 

There are always misunder- 
standings and “accidents” in the ac- 
tions of human beings. It is quite 
new that we share your air spaces, 
for instance. What happened at this 
very location wherein my scribe 
writes at Thanksgiving two years 
past--tells the tale. The large as- 
sault was to have been totally 
blocked by the Cosmospheres pre- 
sent and the overflight was staged 
by those brothers--but it was over- 
looked quite bluntly, that the U.S. 
plane in point of assault was pulse 
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note a lessening of individual at- 
tacks to great extent. That, how- 

ever, is not the main reason--the 
facts are that we have taken far 
more control over the situation and 
our people. You will note, further, 
in this area of almost daily and nu- 
merous blasts to the shield, that you 
have had a peaceful time since New 
Year’s and the final “hookup” at 
Edwards. This is neither good nor 
bad, just different. 

You will all note the massive 
“receiving installation”--$lOO mil- 

lion at Mojave. That is part of the 
above mentioned system but it also 
is to monitor our direct transmis- 
sions. They still cannot decode our 

pulses but can now take direct 
“dictation” onto their equipment 
without having to keep destroying 
Dharma’s computer. But much 
more important for us--they have to 
stop destroying Dharma. 

The reason Spielberg and other 
notable private citizens were asked 
to participate is to allow you to 
think this installation- is a private 
enterprise for seeking contact with 
possible ET’s. It has been in all the 

news. Funny thing, however, it 
was up and operational before any- 
one told you-the-public. Further, it 
was brought into Edwards in mas- 
sive pieces aboard six squadrons of 
four each of your largest transport 
craft. Don’t be foolish, chelas--the 
point is to monitor all of you from 

specific coordinates throughout the 
“grid”. The major receiving station 

(Soviet) in Cuba can, with proper 
relays, have me whisper in Califor- 
nia and it is monitored in Cuba on 
that equipment. By the way--it has 
been there and o@tional for 
decades. 

But, they are getting ready to 
make ET’s known tot you and are 
laying the groundwork for your 
next big misadventuk--so be it. 

They are looking for, ET’s (other 

than Ys, be assured) for the Elite 
have also been misled by their own 
leaders and they fully expect there 
to be a back-up fleet coming to their 
assistance and “rapture”. WE sim- 
ply utilize your already present 
equipment and are therefore dis- 
counted. No one from the Cosmos, 
in evil actions, is allowed through 

OUR shield to get to you. If you 

have ones in the airspaces now, 
they belong to the Earth attachments 

capable. * 

So, does this mean that Space STORY OF THE COl!JMITTEE 
300. 

Cosmospheres . 
for the present time, the Cosmo- and places for Until YOU move out 

spheres are insuring your planet and of the fog of ignorance You will 
lives and represent the Russian 
fense System. The Antarctic writ- ster eating Your very beings= 
ings, the Falklands, Australia--and 
on and on, are set-up by your so- 
called allies--YOUR 
DEADLY ENEMIES. 

separate your Government from 

selves, citizens. The top echelons 
of your Government and Industry You”* 
are mere arms and fingers of your 
Enemy--YOU HAVE TRULY BE- DonkeY!” 
COME SLEEPING VICTIMS. 

helplessness* It in done--beloved! 

AGREEMENT WITH 

CHINA/ISRAEL FOR TRADE 
vasion, he was on the edge ot 
botching the Golden Triangle gov- Trade? What does Israel have 
emment cover-up and integration to trade? Israel has one PROD- 
within the drug trade and he was UCT--dealing in weapons and 
going to take back Constitutional drugs! The U.S. supports Israel in 
production of “money” and take out total and sets up funds for the 

the Federal Reserve System. In- “trading material” and Israel stages 

deed, he was a target of targets. the buys and sells all over the 
Oliver Stone has only just begun his world--aided and abetted by the 
work--I repeat, Sup- Elite Committee of 300. 

Whatever kind of “agreement” 
NOW THAT IT IS there might be--don’t count on Is- 
you CAN GLEAN SUCH rael ultimately winning--the Chinese 
TRUTH r]~ you BUT ALLOW hate the Israelis with a passion un- 

THROUGH THE COVER-UP OF McNAMARA< 

“But last night McNamara said - 
NATION TO FALL - ” Yes indeed, didn’t he? He and 

MORE ENEMIES time sharing lies and discounting 

the film. After all, McNamara 

IT. was Secretary of Defense--YES, 

May insight be given into your AND SO WAS HE HEAD OF 
reading--if no more than to give ac- THE WORLD BANK--you had 
tion into your writing to encourage better get priorities in proper order! 
the daring few who stand in the line He is completely entangled in the 

of fire. North may call it “under Committee of 300. 
fire”--1 am interested in the ones “in Does this mean that our enemies 
the line of fire”--bravely offering are all around us already?? IN- 
your nation a chance to reclaim DEED--ALL 

greatness. I salute these ones with 
whom I am most humbly honored 
to serve. 986 

Let us close for this segment, 93581 

please. Hatonn to stand-by. 0 

suggest you wrap the Light of God 
completely into a cocoon about your 
being for it is your ONLY counter 
frequency and shield. 

REALLY? 

“Are you, Hatonn, telling us 
that our resources are really out of 
Russia?” YES, YES AND YES! 
Even Edgar Casey told you all as 
much. Your 

It was said by one of your writ- 
ers, “It is the folly of the world, 
constantly which ‘confounds its wis- 
dom. Not only out of the mouths 
of babes and sucklings, but out of 

Oliver Wendell Holmes. But I be- 

lieve one that surpasses this is, “A 

But to top the list of sayings as to 
folly and foolishness is exactly that 
which is intended by the Protocols 
to rest upon you as a mantle of de- 
ceit: 

Salu 8 

MONDAY 

Hatonn present in the Light of 
All Divine God, the Light. May 

we share that you might be given 
into seeing and hearing with clarity. 

Two things to watch and 
KNOW as you attend news and 
(just sit quietly a moment, Dharma, 
we will take care of the problem). 
[For you readers--when we have 
these interruptions it needs to be 
noted that when we are writing, this 
is also the way Dharma receives her 
communication. The individual at- 
tacks upon her through the route of 

the electronic equipment, i.e., this 
computer, are lessening consider- 
ably for the surveillance has not 
been able to break our code for 

some time. The efforts don’t stop 
and occasionally in the %canning 
for breakthrough” they manage to 
get a “hit”. Since the military grid 
system became operational you will 
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and are totally restricted to your 
own galaxy and specifically away 

from Earth! GOD DOES INTEND 
TO WIN THIS LITTLE EN- 
COUNTER WHEN YOU ARE 
READY TO CLEAN UP YOUR 

ACT!] 
We are all-clear so let us con- 

tinue. I was going to speak of the 
receiving system at Edwards as we 
started to write and now, I believe 
we have covered it sufficiently to 
move on to more urgent attentions, 

SHAMIR/SHARON/ISRAEL 

This is a most urgent and poten- 
tially deadly circumstance unfolding 

in Israel. It is all orchestrated and, 
unfortunately for the world, is a nu- 
clear war potential--like in a matter 
of days or weeks. 

Shamir will undergo a 
“confidence vote”. He is not sup- 
posed to win. Note that the two 
groups pulling away from the gov- 
ernment are more hard-line than 
Shamir’s group remaining. They 
walked out because Shamir insisted 
on continuing “Peace Talks”. 
Shamir had no alternatives remain- 
ing to him and, as always, the plans 
were laid and the blueprints are in 
fine order. Shamir is supposed to 

lose--Sharon is supposed to take 
control. 

At this time, remember, Sharon 
as “Housing Minister” IS THE 
ONE putting settlers by the hun- 

dreds into the “no-no” places. The 
blueprints have been worked out at 
the direction of the British Crown 
and are INTENDED TO WORK. 
The lines are being ‘established to 
move right along into small wars 
(nuclear), pull down the Moslem 
world and present “the” temple of 
Solomon to the neighborhood. That 
is THE temple and, therefore, all 
the misdirected religious Christian 
leaders will be whooping, support- 
ing and bowing to the “chosen 
ones” while your planet surface is 
rendered totally incapable of sus- 
taining life. Mark my words--you 
are watching the death of a planet 
and her people, IF YOU OF GOD 
FAIL TO TAKE NOTE AND 
ACT. TIME HAS RUN OUT IN 
THAT HOURGLASS. IT LAYS 
UPON ITS SIDE AWAITING 
fOUR AWAKENING OR CON- 
TINUED SLEEPING. GOD IS 
PATIENT--HE HAS ETERNITY 

IN PERFECTION--DO YOU??? 
It would appear that this is a 

“Jewish religious scheme”. No, it 
is orchestrated, as are all of the ad- 
versarial actions, right out of the 

Committee of 300 with 
headquarters in the British Crown. 

DISTRACTORS 

The other activities scattered 
about this morning are simply dis- 
tractors. Iran is ready to take on Is- 
rael and has now acquired billions 
of dollars of equipment with which 
to do it--right into Tehran. Along 
with each hostage released, went 

billions of dollars in military 
equipment to Iran and $2 million 
for each released person--in CASH. 
Remember, Iran still has the cream 
of the Iraq military flying resource. 
Further, the reason Bush wants to 
go back to war with Iraq is because 
they are again capable of a major 

war and, this time, they won’t wait 
for the fun and games. 

Saudi Arabian “coalition lead- 
ers” (from the Gulf War) are, right 
now, asking more defense and mil- 
itary presence from the United Na- 
tions--they know they are in SERI- 
OUS trouble. HELL IS JUST 
ABOUT READY TO HAPPEN. 

Do not look to old buddy Assad, 
either. Syria will always go to the 
highest bidder and you will never 
know from day to day WHO made 
the highest BID. 

The United States is committed 
to go to war on the side of Israel 
and there you have it, America. 
Doom *and Gloom Hatonn has 
struck again! ! ! 

In recognition of the fact that I 
have just been speaking of Israel, I 
shall go ahead and write for the 
next edition of the and 
then we can get back to the CIA. 

DR. COLEMAN 

Hatonn again pushing this Dr. 
Coleman? Ah, indeed. Do you 
want information or do you simply 
want to pick around in half-truths 
and “other peoples’ reproduced in- 
formation”? Dr. Coleman is not 
NEW, chelas, he has been writing 
intelligence material for decades-- 

etc. Others utilize his 

page 

Conspiracy 

Holy 
Dr. Coleman has graciously 

granted offering of a Special Report 
he in 1990. (Just to show 
you that these things are not con- 

jured to fit in with a particular dis- 
cussion.) He has written more, 
long prior to 1990 but Athis is the 
most suitable to insert at this time 
of evolution in the Israeli cause. 

If you don’t already get John’s 
newsletters, etc. I can only suggest 
you carefully consider doing so 
with claiming prior writings as 
well. At my request he is efforting 
to push through his books which 
will integrate the evil octopus into 
and under its head of operations. 
To do this, it is difficult to stay 
right on top of all correspondence 
and regular documentations. I 
thank him for sharing. Will the 
Publisher please give instructions as 

to how to contact or subscribe to his 
work? His location is fully covered 
for reasons of protection but Mr. 
Green will be able to direct you for 
general ordering information. 
America West Publishers, P.O. Box 
986, Tehachapi, California 93581, 
Tel. l-800-729-4131. 

As is my system of comment, as 
we write and I need comment, I 
shall utilize brackets, i.e. m:]. 

SPECIAL REPOS 
CONSPIRACY TO CREATE A 

HOLY WAR 

Dr. J. Coleman (revised 1990) 

Jerusalem is a holy city for 
millions of Christians and Moslems, 
as well as for Jews. At the center 
of Jerusalem stands the second most 
holy site of Islam, the Dome of the 
Rock Mosque. The first is the holy 
city of Mecca, where the prophet 
Mohammed is buried, a city to 
which millions of Moslems make a 
pilgrimage during Hai. [H: Yes, I 

to create a 

War 

For the past two years in 
Arab lands occupied by the Israelis, 
there has been a concerted drive to 
take away the land from its rightful 
owners without compensation, and 
the occupation of the West Bank is 
being solidified by “creeping” 
methods, as more and more militant 
Jewish settlers take Arab property 
by force and without compensation 
for its rightful owners. The de 
facto leader of the movement to an- 
nex the West Bank rapidly and run 
the Arabs off is Ariel Sharon, a 
powerful figure with reputed links 
to the German Mafia, and until re- 
cently, he was the Israeli Defense 
Minister. 

Sharon destabilized the Mid- 
dle East with his invasion of 
Lebanon, after he secretly received 

the go ahead “green light” from 
Alexander Haig, behind the back of 
President Reagan. Haig was Sec- 
retary of State at the time, a former 
NATO official and a serving mem- 
ber of the New York Council on 
Foreign Relations. Haig is also a 
low-echelon messenger for the Club 
of Rome headed by Aurelio Peccei. 
When copies of the illicit telex traf- 
fic between Haig and Sharon were 
given to President Reagan, he al- 
lowed Haig to resign instead of 
publicly firing him. At that meet- 
ing the President also got informa- 
tion implicating Haig in activities 
on behalf of the British, which 
showed that Haig favored the 
planned attack on the Falklands, 
about which the President had been 
kept in the dark. (For details please 

see the PHOENIX JOURNAL, 

SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET.) 
President Reagan, like all of 

his predecessors, was a prisoner of 
the Zionist lobby in Washington. 
He did not dare to do anything 
which might be construed as “anti- 
Zionist” so he did not fire Haig, 
who at the very least should have 
been placed on trial for treason. 
The President could not very well 

punish Haig while allowing Sharon 
to cut a swath of death and de- 
struction through Lebanon so he 
demonstrated his importance by 



material constantly--mostly as “their 
own”. When this happens--espe- 
cially without credit-line--there is 
truth to be gleaned and you had best 

pay attention. 
John does not “just happen” to 

be desperate to the point of having 
to share with ET’s in some insane 

manner. GOD KNOWS WHAT 
HE IS DOING AND ONLY 
CHOOSES INPUT FROM ONES, 
OR PORTIONS THEREOF, 
WHICH ARE CCURATE AND 

CONCEPTUALLY CORRECT. 
HOW DTD YOU EXPECT GOD 

TO WIN?? YOU NEED TANGI- 
BLE PROOF--DEMANDING 
THAT PROOF CONSTANTLY 
AND PHYSICALLY. 

You don’t like God’s choices? 
Then continue with YOURS and 
allow us to see which ending is 
more wondrous and glorious! 

As things unfold according to 
the pre-planned blueprint of the 
Global Plan 2000 you will not be 
liking that which will become upon 
your place of habitation. There is 
full intent to depopulate the planet 
by those One World Kings. You 
then, in turn, petition God to be 
merciful. You look to the wrong 
direction. It is not of “God’s” do- 

ing and I promise you that the one 
unto whom you turn IS NOT 
MERCIFUL! 

I continually must remind you 
that God of Light is infinite in 

Love, in Law and in allowance. 
The ultimate decisions and choosing 
will be from SELF--GOD WAITS! 

BUT NOT TOO MUCH LONGER 
WILL HE WAIT FOR YOU WHO 
MAKE NO-CHOICES IN HIS BE- 
HALF--IF YOU MAKE “NO” 

CHOICE--YOU HAVE MADE 
YOUR CHOICE! AND SO 
SHALL IT COME TO PASS IN 
THIS GENERATION UPON THIS 
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failing to do the one thing which 
would have sent the Israeli army 
back to Israel; he refused to cut off 
military aid and money to Israel. 
Instead the President of the world’s 
most powerful country was reduced 
to pleading with Begin to save his 
face and call his army back to Is- 
rael . Begin flatly refused. Then 
President Reagan wasted the time 
and money of the people of this 
country with useless diplomatic 
missions to Israel, missions which 
succeeded only in making him look 
more and more impotent and weak. 

Because of his failure to act deci- 
sively against Sharon, Reagan was 
perceived by the Arabs as a leader 
who was unable to lead. Behind the 

scenes, just as it is with everything 
involving U.S. foreign policy, was 
the Black Nobility and the British 
aristocracy. 
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Rioting erupted in Jerusalem 
on December 27th, 1988, between 
the two groups. The Sephardics 
painted slogans on the walls which 
read “Send the Ashkenazim to Tre- 

been able to keep a chokehold on 
the USA with the help of this 

group, who support the holocaust 
story and the belief that the Jews 
are the people of the Old Testa- 
ment, the descendants of Abraham, 
Isaac and Moses. Perpetuation of 
this misleading doctrine by Falwell 

and other “fundamentalists” is what 
keeps them on the TV screens of 
America and ensures the Israeli 
government of a large pressure 

blinka and Auschwitz,” and “The - 
Sephardic revolution has begun. ” please see WAR, next page 

I have explained many times 
before that the British have con- 
trolled the course of events in the 
Middle East for centuries, acting 
through a number of Arab special- 
ists like Sir John Glubb Pasha, T. 
E. Lawrence (Lawrence of Arabia), 
Lord Cuzon, Lord Cromer, Wilfred 
Blount, Arnold Toynbee, and per- 
haps the greatest Arabist of all time, 
St. John Philby. It is the British 
who began the agitation inside Is- 
rael between the Sephardics and the 
Ashkenazim, which is manifesting 
itself by acts of open hostility be- 
tween the two strains of so-called 
Jews. The Sephardics have always 
been second class citizens in Israel 
and they are being taught how to 
develop a strong dislike for what 
they call the “European” Jews, 
meaning those Jews of Ashkenazim 
descent, who of course are not of 
Europe but are eastern, being of 
Indo-Turk origin. [H: 

50 
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Swastikas were also painted on 
many buildings owned by Ashke- 
nazim Jews. The Sephardics sup- 
port Sharon, whom they view as the 
“new king of Israel”. Most of the 
Cabinet members of the Israeli gov- 
ernment are afraid of Sharon so 
nothing has been done to discourage 
such sentiments, and the Sephardics 
hailed Sharon as a hero, following 
his excursion into Lebanon. But no 
Ashkenazim leader will ever up- 
grade the “colored” Sephardics 
above their present level; in this 
way he does pay attention, he 
makes periodic tribal calls and ap- 
peals for unity to them. 

L 

$20.00...3 

The Greens discuss their involvement 
with extraterrestrials and their com- 
munication with Hatonn. This is an 
introductory lecture that covers all 
aspects of Earth man’s transition. 

High on the list of priorities 
of the Sephardics is the open and 
forced annexation of the West 
Bank. Sharon has endeared himself 
to their cause, and has suggested as 
a way to get rid of the Arabs, that 
the testicles of every male Arab on 
the West Bank be tom off. The fact 
that the West Bank is being slowly 
but surely annexed is not enough 
for the Sephardics, they want it 
done immediately and with force 
used to drive off the Arabs. [H: It 
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$20.00...3 

George covers his background, and 
involvement with extraterrestrials. He 
gives facts on economic collapse and 
details on how you can protect your- 
self. Desiree’ introduces some of the 
current Cosmic knowledge contained 
within the JOURNCLS. 

George gives information about his 
involvement with Billy Meier. In- 
cludes photographs of crafi taken by 
Meier and portions of live footage of 
craft, plus more. 

$22.00...1 

#2 

The Sephdrdic claim to the 

West Bank Arab land is being sup- 
ported by over 40 million Christian 
Fundamentalist cultists led by Jerry 
Falwell, Billy Graham and a num- 
ber of other ‘preachers. Israel has 

George discusses his history of ET 
involvement and UFO investigation. 
The Global economic/political con- 
spiracy. Desiree’ discusses The Law 
of One, Creation and our personal 
responsibility in our soul’s progres- 
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group which will support it, 
no matter how it acts, as we saw in 

the case of Lebanon. It is a pres- 
sure group which can be counted 
upon to tell any U.S. President not 
to stray too far off the pathway of 
support for Israel. Unfortunately 
for the Arabs, they have no such 
force in the U.S. which is available 
to them. m: 

a 

a 

The most effective ambas- 
sador which Begin has in America 

is Jerry Falwell, backed up by 

Copeland, Van Impe, Bakker, 
Robertson and the powerful Billy 
Graham. These are the “mullahs” 
of America with a following of 40 
million fundamentalist cultists. 
They are being trained to lead 
America into a holy war, in an al- 

liance between Zionist extremists 
and Christian extremist-cultists 
against Muslim fundamentalist 
cultists. The spark to ignite the 

conflagration is the conspiracy of 
the Dome of the Rock Mosque, 
hatched by the Temple Mount 
Foundation run by Terry Reisenhu- 
ver. Even the Kimche brothers of 
Israeli intelligence do not pose as 
much a threat to the Arab nations as 
does Reitinhuver’s crazy scheme. 

others) each year for Israel should 
be a cause for concern to everyone 
in America and the Arab world, and 
those abroad who have a genuine 
interest in peace tid stability for the 
Middle East. Huge sums of money SATANIC 
flow the of Zionism RIGHT UNDER YOUR NOSES 
from America each year. a 
note of the following figures and it 
will become apparent that there is Now you must add to this 
no government in the world which sum the 
would PERMIT such financial sum of given 

depredations to go on, other than taxpayer to Israel through our 
the U.S. government. supine and spineless U.S. govem- 

According to a report by ment every year. The amount for 
Don P. Levin in the British mouth- the current fiscal year was recently 
piece on Wall Street, the set at $3 billion by the Congress a 

"Jewish charities few weeks ago! Add to this the ef- 

raise huge amounts of money in the forts of Israeli Bond Agents, which 
U.S.” &in tells the story of one this year sold some $80 million 

professor who is accus- worth of bonds, and you get an idea 

tomed to giving $10,000 to Israel of the magnitude of the problem of 
every year. hvin says “fund-rais- money flowing into Zionist coffers! 
ers for Israel have become a way of [H: ~hls is far wow a disaster 
life. ” 

“United Jewish Appeal umbrella or- operation and you 
ganization for a number of Jewish seem to take Then you 
charitable projects domestically and can add the estimated $70 million 

abroad reported that last year dollars which Falwell separated 
(1982) the UJA received pledges for from the pockets of. his gullible 
$567 $542 sheep-like flocks last year (1989), 

1981.” [H: The and which also went to Israel; I 
wonder just how much the Rev- 

erend Falwell has -sent to Lebanese 
The UJA’s annual budget is Christians to relieve the misery and 

about one-third of the nationwide suffering inflicted upon them by the 

United Way’s, even though the rampaging out-of-control Israeli 
Jewish population in this country military machine under the direction 
(the USA) amounts to less than 3 of the 
percent of the total population and Sharon? Yet we, the majority of 

is not very popular in general. The main-stream Christians, are actually 
UJA raises more money each year to blame for this state of affairs, be- 
than the American Cancer Society, cause we allow it to continue, year 
the American Heart Association, the after year, without a whimper or a 
Muscular Dystrophy March of smidgen of protest! m: I am 
Dimes and the National Easter 
Society 
imagine that? Over $1 billion dol- 
lars collected for Zionism in two 

Chris- a 

a 
pub~~h~g 

a 

2000 ago 

?? 

calling 

plans. 

The money which leaves this of 
country (USA--not to even mention 

300 

Mr. Levin continues with his 
explanation of why the Zionists are 
so successful in feeding the insa- 
tiable appetite of the cuckoo 
fledgling deposited in our nest. 
“Underlying altruism rooted in reli- 
gion, (which does not extend to any 
other religion) to community lead- 

ers and fund raiser professionals are 
deep-seated emotions--pride in Is- 
rael. ” It is a pity that such deep- 
seated altruistic emotion does not 
extend to the victims of the U.S. 
supplied and equipped Israeli Air 
Force, which bombarded Beirut, 
Tyre and Sidon without mercy, in a 

manner not seen since the Tavistock 
war criminal Winston Churchill or- 
dered the destruction of Dresden. 

senseless savage barbaric exercise 

“You ones must be 

prepared to recognize the names, 

labels and places from whence 

comes your so-called”health” care. 

I refer to the practice of medicine 

as the “CUT, 

a 

HIGH PRIESTS AND 

RABBIS IN THE TEMPLE be- 

cause that is what “health care” has 

come to represent. The hospital 

(and research lab) is the “temple”, 

the practitioners are the priests and 

rabbis. “Trust me with your life but 

ask me for no explanations,” is the 

byline..“for I am God of your be- 

ing”. 

l-800-729-4131 
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de- million Southern Baptist Confer- Abortion HomoSexu- 
Him. ence, .“I love the nation of Israel, ” 

of air-power took the lives of thou- he declared. This confession of ality aid the 14th 
of Lebanese and wrecked Therefore, love for Israel was made at a meet- 

property, including hospitals ing of 12 “evangelical” cultists and Amendment 
schools, with damage running into Christ”. of ydu 12 rabbis held at the embassy of Is- 

-- 

the billions of dollars. Where is the rael in Washington D.C. It was Homosexuality and lesbianism 
Reverend Falwell when it comes billed as a “dialogue, the first meet- are a violation of the common law 

that side of the coin? Is he preach- the ing of its kind” by the Bbbinica.l and the Bible, upon which t,his Na- 

ing out in condemnation of the Council of America. But it was not ti on’s and all of the State -Constitu- 
Zionists? No! He is actually ex- to discuss the new found “common ti ons were written. These were 
horting his “fundamental” cultist term was for- ground”. It discussed how best to fie bw, so was indisaimi- 

the barbaric ac- mulated to Put Pressure on the White House nate abortion, also known as 
tions of the Zionists! a to0 far 

and even Israel because of criticism over its The United States Supreme 

protest, Mr. a policies and its military in Lebanon. Court in Roe v. Wade was the 

Begin did not turn to the Kimche For the Christian fundamentalist abortion decision, as it involved a 

tmhers or to Moshe Arens; no, he cult, Edward McAteer of the Reli- federal citizen under he so-&l& 

phoned the Reverend Jerry Falwell g ious Round Table (a Heritage 14th Amendment, an avowed les- 

and got him to tell the White House a Foundation funded front for the b’ show the correctness of 
to back off! Falwell did more than Club of Rome and a Fabian strong- this decision ~0 (2) points must be 

that, he actually of the shown: 
Zionist’s activities in Lebanon, tional Religious Broadcasters, and 1. In the so-call& 14th 
told his shorn flock to do the same Adrian Rogers Of Amendment the word is 

thing! According to the reliable bent over backward to used, signifying that the citizenship 

magazine 19,085 civilians express loyalty to the Zionist cause. and protection of the so-called 14th 

lost their lives in Lebanon, yet Fal- “Some of the Amendment do not operate until 

well and the 80,000 “fundamental” misconceptions we ‘have inflicted they are “born” (i.e., left the 

cultists’ preachers raised no word of versary is getting very, VERY un- toward the Jews and the Jews womb). Citizenship under this so- 

protest. This is all in accordance toward Christians will now be call& amendment is an admi- 

with the word of God, according to In fact the are erased”. I am left to wonder ralq/maritime jurisdiction mm- 

them! a whether Rogers has ever read the pletely foreign to the common law. 

The figure I have given does sucker bible, and if so, how can There is no common law under this 

not include the Palestinian refugees jurisdiction. The only privileges and 

slaughtered in the Shatila refugee about Christ? [H: The immunities are those Congress has 

camp outside Beirut. No doubt the The theme of the “worship” granted. Naturally, Congress could 
Reverend Falwell places such bar- was that evangelicals (the funda- a 

barity in the realm of God’s will. I mentalist cult) have been finding a for KEJJNG OFF AND GET- who is not “born.” So, in this juris- 
would like to ask Falwell how much lot of common ground with the TING RID OF THE CHRIS- diction those not born are not per- 

mbney he, has collected for the The Christians invited Prime Please, go read sons and have no protections. The 
Christian Palestinians who lost fa- Minister Begin to address an privileges Congress has granted can 
ther’s and providers in the horror of “evangelical” meeting of the First ******** be taken away at any time it is in 
Shatila. Perhaps he doesn’t con- Baptist Church in Dallas, an ap- the best in&rest of Congress to do 
sider them as Christians, since they pointment Begin wasn’t able to keep Dharma, allow us a rest break, so. These are commonly referred to 
don’t belong to his “fundamentalist” owing to the death of his wife. The Please, after I give you readers a as “civil 
cult. Silver Springs gathering drew par- little homework assignment--to see 2. The Preamble to the Consti- 

ticipants from Texas and California. if you actually have any interest in tuGon for be United Sam of 

On November 11 th, Another speaker was Azariah Rapa- garnering truth for selves- America (1787) utilized the word 
1982, more than 400 Christian fun- port, billed as an “advisor” to the I suggest that all (each) of you “Posterity” (capital signifying 
damental cult preachers gathered at Israeli Embassy in Washington. He simply Pick out several of these so- that the future Citizens (capital “C”) 
the Silver Springs, Maryland Syna- urged the fundamental cultists to called leaders who preach Christ have his solid 

gogue. The reporting “go back and counter the lies being and instructions and ask them date of conception. This Constih- 

from Washin&on said that spread about Israel (he was talking a couple of questions. tion as well as all of the State 
“Enthusiastic applause greeted Dr. about the atrocities in Lebanon) 1. What they think of the in- Constitutions were founded under 

John Walvoord and Pastor Randy while also spreading the word of the formation sweeping the world called he c ommon Law> and are under 
Sager’s call to ‘support Israel’. Lord from Zion.” The conference the Phoenix materiaL this Constitution. The Constitution 
Sager emphasized Israel’s right to issued a declaration stating: 2. 

the land of Palestine. ” The “Fundamental evangelicals are a 

reported that part of the two- committed to the security of Israel, ANY9 ALL OR NONE of the for the State Citizens against the 

day event was a “joint-worship of oppose anti-Zionism and anti- 
Jews and Christians at the Wash- Semitism, and see the establishment art to me afta writing and Constitution were all based upon the 

ington Heights Hebrew Congrega- of Israel as an undeniable fulfill- MSdiig 

If you did not realize that the ment of Biblical prophecy.” ment with the Constitution for the 

Christian “fundamentalist” churches An astonishing declaration 
have become thoroughly Judaized, was made by the Revererid Adrian pleas w HOLY WAR, next page 

this report should convince you. Rogers, past president of the 14 
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United States of America (1787) as 
grants of limited power to the State 
governments. This was the basis for 
all States to enter into the Union of 

several States. 
As a State Citizen, you have all 

of the Common Law Rights, and 
the complete protection of the Bill 
of Rights against the Federal Gov- 
ernment. 

So, for those of you who do not 
have primary State Citizenship of 
the Union first, and are not State 
Citizens (capital “C”) first as desig- 
nated in the Federal Constitution 
but are Federal Citizens (small “c”) 
under the so-called 14th Amend- 
ment by possessing a Social Secu- 
rity Number (SSN) as security for 
the -mounting corporate Federal 
Debt, abortions for any reason are 
legal. You cannot argue against the 
law when the law is absolutely cor- 

rect under the circumstances in- 
volved. 

Next mofith I shall bring infor- 
mation to you about the use of the 
various laws in State and Federal 
courts. 

You may make copies of this 
and pass it around as an educational 
tool to assist everyone to understand 
the applications of the laws. 0 

HOLY 

difficult since I travel and 
serve WITH THIS CHRIST BE; 
ING. 

3. YOU) LISTEN 

CAREFULLY 

Evil &es will always direct you 
to pull away from things and cast 
aside such information without 
reading or question of “their” au- 
thority as a “speaker” of the 
WORD. Well, “wherefrom” 
do they claim to get this “word”? I 

can promise you it is NOT FROM 
GOD NOR CHRIST BUT I BE- 
LIEVE YOUR BEST LESSON IS 
TO GET IT IN DIRECTNESS 
FOR SELVES. 

Hatonn to stand aside. Thank 
you. @ 
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Kent State University 

Student Center Kiva 

6:30-9:30 p.m. 

Akron, Ohio 

2 16-630-9592 or 2 16-677-5357 

9 

Cuyahoga Community College 

Metro Campus, Theatre 

6:30-9:30 p.m. 

Cleveland, Ohio 

2 16-630-9592 or 216-677-5357 
7, Richard Rasmussen 

Classic Arts Complex 12-3 p.m. 

Appleton, Wise 414-739-2805 
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:Effective immediately the Phoenix: 

ELiberator BBS is up and running.: 

information to your= 

:computer simply dial (with mo-: 
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